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Abstract
Termination is one of the basic liveness properties, and we study the
termination problem for probabilistic programs with real-valued
variables. Previous works focused on the qualitative problem that
asks whether an input program terminates with probability 1
(almost-sure termination). A powerful approach for this qualitative
problem is the notion of ranking supermartingales with respect to a
given set of invariants. The quantitative problem (probabilistic ter-
mination) asks for bounds on the termination probability, and this
problem has not been addressed yet. A fundamental and concep-
tual drawback of the existing approaches to address probabilistic
termination is that even though the supermartingales consider the
probabilistic behaviour of the programs, the invariants are obtained
completely ignoring the probabilistic aspect (i.e., the invariants are
obtained considering all behaviours with no information about the
probability).
In this work we address the probabilistic termination problem for
linear-arithmetic probabilistic programs with nondeterminism. We
formally define the notion of stochastic invariants, which are con-
straints along with a probability bound that the constraints hold. We
introduce a concept of repulsing supermartingales. First, we show
that repulsing supermartingales can be used to obtain bounds on the
probability of the stochastic invariants. Second, we show the effec-
tiveness of repulsing supermartingales in the following three ways:
(1) With a combination of ranking and repulsing supermartingales
we can compute lower bounds on the probability of termination;
(2) repulsing supermartingales provide witnesses for refutation of
almost-sure termination; and (3) with a combination of ranking and
repulsing supermartingales we can establish persistence properties
of probabilistic programs.
Along with our conceptual contributions, we establish the follow-
ing computational results: First, the synthesis of a stochastic invari-
ant which supports some ranking supermartingale and at the same
time admits a repulsing supermartingale can be achieved via reduc-
tion to the existential first-order theory of reals, which generalizes
existing results from the non-probabilistic setting. Second, given a
program with “strict invariants” (e.g., obtained via abstract inter-
pretation) and a stochastic invariant, we can check in polynomial
time whether there exists a linear repulsing supermartingale w.r.t.
the stochastic invariant (via reduction to LP). We also present ex-
perimental evaluation of our approach on academic examples.
1. Introduction
Probabilistic programs. There is a huge recent interest in the formal
analysis of probabilistic programs, since they provide a rich frame-
work to model a wide variety of applications ranging from random-
ized algorithms [28, 58], to stochastic network protocols [5, 52],
robot planning [44, 51], or modelling problems in machine learn-
ing [37], to name a few. The extension of the classical imperative
programs with random value generators, that produce random val-
ues according to some desired probability distribution, gives rise to
probabilistic programs. The formal analysis of such programs, and
probabilistic systems in general, gives rise to a wealth of research
questions, which have been studied across diverse fields, such as
probability theory and statistics [29, 42, 48, 59, 62], formal meth-
ods [5, 52], artificial intelligence [43, 44], and programming lan-
guages [15, 19, 30, 34, 66].
Termination problem. Termination is one of the most basic liveness
properties for programs. For non-probabilistic programs the proof
for termination coincides with the construction of a ranking func-
tion [35], and many different approaches exist for construction of
ranking functions for non-probabilistic programs [11, 22, 60, 68].
For probabilistic programs there are many natural extensions of the
termination problem. The two most natural questions related to the
probability of termination of an input program are the qualitative
and quantitative problems which are as follows:
1. Qualitative problem: almost-sure termination. The basic quali-
tative question is the almost-sure termination problem that asks
whether the program terminates with probability 1 [9, 34].
2. Quantitative problem: probabilistic termination. The natural
generalization of the qualitative question is the quantitative
question of probabilistic termination that asks for a lower
bound on the probability of termination of the program.
The above questions are the basic and fundamental questions for
the static analysis of probabilistic programs.
Nondeterminism in probabilistic programs. The role of nondeter-
minism is also quite fundamental in probabilistic programs. The
nondeterminism is necessary in many cases such as for abstrac-
tion. For efficient static analysis of large programs, it is infeasible
to track all the variables. Abstraction allows to ignore some vari-
ables, and for the sake of analysis the worst-case behaviour must
be considered for them, which is modelled as nondeterminism. Be-
sides the modelling aspects, the presence of nondeterminism sig-
nificantly changes the landscape of theoretical results, which we
discuss below.
Previous results: almost-sure termination. Given the importance of
the termination problem for probabilistic programs, the problem
has been studied in great depth. However, much of the previous
research focused on the qualitative problem. The details are as
follows:
• Discrete probabilistic choices. First [55, 56] presented tech-
niques for termination of probabilistic programs with nondeter-
minism, but restricted only to discrete probabilistic choices.
• Infinite probabilistic choices without nondeterminism. The ap-
proach of [55, 56] was extended in [15] to ranking martin-
gales and supermartingales. The approach of [15] presents a
sound (but not complete) approach for almost-sure termination
of infinite-state probabilistic programs (without nondetermin-
ism) with integer and real-valued random variables drawn from
distributions including uniform, Gaussian, and Poison. The con-
nection of termination of probabilistic programs without nonde-
terminism to Lyapunov ranking functions was established in [9].
For probabilistic programs with countable state space and with-
out nondeterminism, the Lyapunov ranking functions provide a
sound and complete method to prove termination in finite time,
which implies almost-sure termination [9, 36]. Another sound
approach [57] for almost-sure termination is to explore the ex-
ponential decrease of probabilities upon bounded-termination
through abstract interpretation [26].
• Infinite probabilistic choices with nondeterminism. For proba-
bilistic programs with nondeterminism the theoretical results
change significantly. The Lyapunov ranking function method
as well as the ranking martingale method are sound but not
complete in the presence of nondeterminism [34]. Finally, for
probabilistic programs with nondeterminism, a sound and com-
plete (for a well-defined class of probabilistic programs) char-
acterization for almost-sure termination is obtained in [34],
by generalizing the ranking supermartingale approach of [15].
The question of algorithmic synthesis of ranking supermartin-
gales has also been considered, for probabilistic programs with
linear arithmetic, and special classes of ranking supermartin-
gales (such as linear and polynomial ranking supermartin-
gales [18, 19]).
In all the existing approaches above for infinite-state probabilistic
programs with non-determinism, the key technique for almost-sure
termination is the notion of a ranking supermartingale (RSM). In-
tuitively, a ranking supermartingale is a function assigning num-
bers to program configurations (where each configuration consists
of the current control location and current valuation of program
variables) with the following property: in each reachable configu-
ration, the expected value of the RSM in the next execution step is
strictly smaller than its current value. Thus, RSMs form a proba-
bilistic counterpart of classical ranking functions.
RSMs with respect to invariants. Since precisely characterizing the
set of reachable configurations is infeasible in practice, the previous
works for almost-sure termination of infinite-state probabilistic pro-
grams consider the existence of ranking supermartingales (RSMs)
with respect to invariants. An invariant is a set of constraints on
the variables of the program, one for each program location, such
that along all executions of the program, if a program location is
visited, then the program variables must satisfy the constraints of
x := 10
wh i l e x ≥ 0 do
i f x ≤ 100 then x := x+sample(Uniform[−2, 1])
e l s e x := x+sample(Uniform[−1, 2])
f i
od
Figure 1. A probabilistic program modeling a generalization of an
asymmetric one-dimensional random walk.
the respective program location. Hence, each invariant represents
an over-approximation of the set of reachable configurations. The
computational problem for almost-sure termination is to decide the
existence of a RSM for a probabilistic program w.r.t. an input in-
variant, i.e. a function assigning numbers to configurations such
that for each configuration in the invariant, the expected value of
the RSM in the next step is smaller than the current one.
RSMs and probabilistic termination. In the probabilistic termina-
tion problem we are interested in computing termination probabil-
ities when the program does not terminate almost-surely. While
reasoning about termination probabilities of probabilistic programs
was considered before (at least on a theoretical level, see also Re-
lated Work section), approaches based on RSMs were not yet con-
sidered for this purpose. A fundamental and conceptual problem
here is that while RSMs take into account the probabilistic be-
haviour of the program, the invariants completely ignore the prob-
abilistic aspect as they must hold along all executions (i.e., the in-
variants are obtained considering all behaviours without any infor-
mation about the probability). Since all previous works on RSMs
consider RSMs w.r.t. invariants, this implies a fundamental limita-
tion of this tool to address probabilistic termination. We illustrate
this with an example below.
Motivating example. Consider the probabilistic program shown in
Figure 1, which is an asymmetric one-dimensional random walk.
The random walk is denoted by value x. If x is smaller than 100,
then its value is incremented by a number uniformly chosen be-
tween [−2, 1], otherwise the increment is uniform in [−1, 2]. In this
random walk, x can have any value above 0. But once the value
reaches 100, with high probability the value drifts away, and the
program does not terminate. In this example, there is no effective
invariant, as x can have any value. However, the assertion x ≤ 100
is violated only with very small probability, and as long as x ≤ 100
holds, the value of x tends to decrease on average.
Our contributions. In this work we consider the probabilistic ter-
mination problem for linear-arithmetic probabilistic programs with
nondeterminism. Our contributions are manifold, ranging from
(a) definition of stochastic invariants for probabilistic termination;
to (b) introduction of repulsing supermartingales (RepSMs) and
their effectiveness; to (c) computational results; and (d) experimen-
tal results. We describe each of them in details below.
Stochastic invariants. We formally define the notion of stochastic
invariants for the probabilistic termination problem. A stochastic
invariant consists of a constraint on the program variables for each
program location (as for invariants), and a threshold value p, such
that the constraint is violated at the location with probability at most
p. For example, in the probabilistic program of Figure 1 we can
consider a stochastic invariant with constraint x ≤ 100 at location
corresponding to the if x ≤ 100 test, with the threshold value being
very small (less than 10−5), since the probability that x exceeds 100
is very low due to asymmetry.
Repulsing supermartingales. We introduce a concept of repuls-
ing supermartingales (RepSMs), which are in some sense dual to
RSMs. A RepSM for a set of program configurations C has non-
negative value inside C and decreases on average outside C. Intu-
itively, while RSMs show that a program execution cannot avoid
some set C of configurations indefinitely, RepSMs show that pro-
gram executions that start outside of C tend to avoid C, and that
they actually tend to “run away” fromC in some well defined sense.
The RepSMs are inspired by martingale methods used for analysing
so-called one-counter MDPs [12, 13], but they are more general and
apply to vastly larger class of systems. Our results for RepSMs are
as follows:
1. Stochastic invariants. We show that RepSMs can be used to
obtain bounds on the probability threshold of the stochastic
invariants.
2. Effectiveness. We show the effectiveness of RepSMs in the
following three ways:
• First, with a combination of RSMs and RepSMs we show
how to obtain lower bounds on the probability of termi-
nation (i.e., sound bounds for probabilistic termination).
Hence for programs that do not terminate almost-surely, but
with high probability, our method can obtain such bounds.
• Second, in program analysis, refuting a property is as im-
portant as proving, as refutation is important in bug-hunting.
We show that RepSMs can provide witnesses for refuting
almost-sure termination. Moreover, even for programs that
terminate almost-surely, but have infinite expected termina-
tion time, RepSMs can serve as witnesses for infinite ex-
pected termination time.
• Finally, we show the effectiveness of RepSMs beyond the
termination problem. For reactive systems that are non-
terminating a very basic property is persistence, which re-
quires that the execution eventually stays in a desired set of
configurations. We show that a combination of RSMs and
RepSMs can establish persistence properties of probabilis-
tic programs.
Computational results. We present two computational results.
1. Repulsing supermartingales w.r.t. stochastic invariants. First,
we consider the problem of efficient algorithms for deciding the
existence of RepSMs w.r.t. to stochastic invariants. Since our
goal is to obtain efficient algorithms, we consider the simplest
class of RepSMs, namely, linear repulsing supermartingales
(LRepSMs). We show that given a program with “strict" invari-
ants” (e.g., obtained via abstract interpretation) and a stochastic
invariant, the existence of a LRepSM w.r.t. the stochastic invari-
ant can be decided in polynomial time (via reduction to LP)
provided that the stochastic invariant uses only polyhedral con-
straints (i.e. conjunctions of inequalities).
2. Synthesis. Second, we consider the problem of synthesis of a
stochastic invariant which supports some RSM and at the same
time admits a RepSM. We show that the synthesis problem can
be achieved via reduction to the existential first-order theory
of reals. This result generalizes existing results from the non-
probabilistic setting, and even in the non-probabilistic setting
the best-known computational methods require the existential
theory of reals.
Experimental results. We present a basic implementation of our
approach, and present experimental results on academic examples.
Our main contributions are conceptual and algorithmic, and the
experiments serve as a validation of the new concepts.
Due to space constraints, some technical details are presented in
the appendix.
2. Preliminaries
2.1 Basic Notions, Linear Predicates, Valuations
For a set A we denote by |A| the cardinality of A. We denote by
N, N0, Z, and R the sets of all positive integers, non-negative in-
tegers, integers, and real numbers, respectively. We assume basic
knowledge of matrix calculus. We use boldface notation for vectors,
e.g. x, y, etc., and we denote an i-th component of a vector x by
x[i]. For the purpose of matrix calculations we assume that (non-
transposed) vectors are row vectors. If v,v′ are n and m dimen-
sional vectors, respectively, then (v,v′) is an (n+m)-dimensional
vector obtained by “concatenation” of v and v′. We identify 1-
dimensional vectors with numbers. For an n-dimensional vector x,
index 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and number a we denote by x(i ← a) a vector
y such that y[i] = a and y[j] = x[j] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i.
For comparison of vectors (e.g. as in x ≤ y), we consider compo-
nentwise comparison. For comparing functions f, g with the same
domains, we write f ≤ g if f(x) ≤ g(x) for all x in the domain.
Variables and valuations. Throughout the paper we fix a countable
set of variables V . We consider some arbitrary but fixed linear order
on the set of all variables. Hence, given some set of variables V
we can enumerate its members in ascending order (w.r.t. the fixed
ordering) and write V = {x1, x2, x3, . . . }.
Affine expressions. An affine expression over the set of variables
{x1, . . . , xn} is an expression of the form d +
∑n
i=1
aixi, where
d, a1, . . . , an are real-valued constants. Each affine expression
E over {x1, . . . , xn} determines a function which for each m-
dimensional vector x, where m ≥ n, returns a number resulting
from substituting each xi in E by x[i]. Slightly abusing our nota-
tion, we denote this function also by E and the value of this func-
tion on argument x byE(x). A function of the formE(x) for some
affine expression E is called affine.
Linear constraint, assertion, predicates. We use the following
nomenclature:
• Linear Constraint. A linear constraint is a formula of the form
ψ or ¬ψ, where ψ is a non-strict inequality between affine
expressions.
• Linear Assertion. A linear assertion is a finite conjunction of
linear constraints.
• Propositionally Linear Predicate. A propositionally linear pred-
icate (PLP) is a finite disjunction of linear assertions.
Arity and satisfaction of PLP. For a PLP ϕ we denote by V(ϕ) the
set of all variables that appear in ϕ. As noted above, we stipulate
that V(ϕ) = {x1, . . . , xn(ϕ)} for some n(ϕ) ∈ N. A vector x of
dimension m ≥ n(ϕ) satisfies ϕ, we write x |= ϕ, if the arithmetic
formula obtained by substituting each occurrence of a variable xi in
ϕ by x[i] is valid. We denote JϕK = {x ∈ Rm | m ≥ n(ϕ)∧ x |=
ϕ} and JϕK⊳ = JϕK ∩ Rn(ϕ).
2.2 Syntax of Affine Probabilistic Programs (APPs)
The Syntax. We consider the standard syntax for affine proba-
bilistic programs, which encompasses basic programming mech-
anisms such as assignment statement (indicated by ‘:=’), while-
loop, if-branch. We also consider basic probabilistic mechanisms
such as probabilistic branch (indicated by ‘prob’) and random sam-
pling (e.g. x := sample(Uniform[−2, 1]) assigns to x a ran-
dom number uniformly sampled from interval [−2, 1]). We also
allow constructs for (demonic) non-determinism, in particular non-
deterministic branching indicated by ‘if ⋆ then...’ construct and
non-deterministic assignment. Variables (or identifiers) of a prob-
abilistic program are of real type, i.e., values of the variables are
real numbers. We allow only affine expressions in test statements
and in the right-hand sides of assignments. We also assume that
assume that each APP P is preceded by an initialization preamble
in which each variable appearing in P is assigned some concrete
number. Due to space restrictions, details (such as grammar) are
relegated to the Appendix. For an example see Figure 2. We refer
to this class of affine probabilistic programs as APPs.
2.3 Semantics of Affine Probabilistic Programs
We now formally define the semantics of APP’s. In order to do this,
we first recall some fundamental concepts from probability theory.
Basics of Probability Theory. The crucial notion is the one of a
probability space. A probability space is a triple (Ω,F , P), where
Ω is a non-empty set (so called sample space),F is a sigma-algebra
over Ω, i.e. a collection of subsets of Ω that contains the empty set
∅, and that is closed under complementation and countable unions,
and P is a probability measure on F , i.e., a function P : F → [0, 1]
such that
• P(∅) = 0,
• for all A ∈ F it holds P(ΩrA) = 1− P(A), and
• for all pairwise disjoint countable set sequences A1, A2, · · · ∈
F (i.e., Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for all i 6= j) we have
∑∞
i=1
P(Ai) =
P(
⋃∞
i=1
Ai).
Random variables and filtrations. A random variable in a prob-
ability space (Ω,F ,P) is an F-measurable function R : Ω →
R ∪ {∞}, i.e., a function such that for every a ∈ R ∪ {∞} the
set {ω ∈ Ω | R(ω) ≤ a} belongs to F . We denote by E[R]
the expected value of a random variable X (see [8, Chapter 5]
for a formal definition). A random vector in (Ω,F ,P) is a vec-
tor whose every component is a random variable in this probability
space. A stochastic process in a probability space (Ω,F , P) is an
infinite sequence of random vectors in this space. We will also use
random variables of the form R : Ω → S for some finite set S,
which is easily translated to the variables above. A filtration of a
sigma-algebra F is a sequence {Fi}∞i=0 of σ-algebras such that
F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Fn ⊆ · · · ⊆ F .
Distributions. We assume the standard definition of a probability
distribution specified by a cumulative distribution function [8]. We
denote by D be a set of probability distributions on real numbers,
both discrete and continuous.
Probabilistic Control Flow Graphs. The semantics can be defined
as the semantics of an uncountable state-space Markov decision
process (MDP) (uncountable due to real-valued variables). We take
an operational approach to define the semantics, and associate to
each program a certain stochastic process [15, 34, 49]. To define
this process, we first define so called probabilistic control flow
graphs [18].
Definition 1. A probabilistic control flow graph (pCFG) is a tuple
C = (L, V, ℓinit ,xinit , 7→,Pr , G), where
• L is a finite set of locations partitioned into three pairwise dis-
joint subsets LN , LP , and LD of non-deterministic, probabilis-
tic, and deterministic locations;
• V = {x1, . . . , x|V |} is a finite set of program variables (note
that V ⊆ V) ;
• ℓinit is an initial location and xinit is an initial assignment
vector;
• 7→ is a transition relation, whose members are tuples of the
form (ℓ, i, u, ℓ′), where ℓ and ℓ′ are source and target program
locations, respectively, 1 ≤ i ≤ |V | is a target variable index,
and u is an update element, which can be one of the following
mathematical objects: (a) an affine function u : R|V | → R;
(b) a distribution d ∈ D; or (c) a set R ⊆ R.
• Pr = {Prℓ}ℓ∈LP is a collection of probability distributions,
where each Prℓ is a discrete probability distribution on the set
of all transitions outgoing from ℓ.
• G is a function assigning a propositionally linear predicate (a
guard) over V to each transition outgoing from a deterministic
location.
We assume that each location has at least one outgoing transition.
Also, for every deterministic location ℓ we assume the following:
if τ1, . . . , τk are all transitions outgoing from ℓ, then G(τ1) ∨
· · · ∨ G(τk) ≡ true and G(τi) ∧ G(τj) ≡ false for each 1 ≤
i < j ≤ k. Moreover, for each distribution d appearing in the
pCFG we assume the following features are known: expected value
E[d] of d and a single-variable PLP ϕd such that the support of
d (i.e. the smallest closed set of real numbers whose complement
has probability zero under d)1 satisfies supp(d) ⊆ JϕdK⊳. Finally,
we assume that for each transition (ℓ, j, u, ℓ′) such that u is a set
the location ℓ is deterministic. This is just a technical assumption
yielding no loss of generality, and it somewhat simplifies notation.
Configurations. A configuration of a pCFG C is a tuple (ℓ,x),
where ℓ is a location of C and x is an |V |-dimensional vec-
tor. We say that a transition τ is enabled in a configura-
tion (ℓ,x) if ℓ is the source location of τ and in addition,
x |= G(τ ) provided that ℓ is deterministic. A configuration
(ℓ,x) is non-deterministic/probabilistic/deterministic if ℓ is non-
deterministic/probabilistic/deterministic, respectively.
Executions and reachable configurations. A finite path (or ex-
ecution fragment) in C is a finite sequence of configurations
(ℓ0,x0) · · · (ℓk,xk) such that for each 0 ≤ i < k there is a transi-
tion (ℓi, j, u, ℓi+1) enabled in (ℓi,xi) such that xi+1 = xi(j ← a)
where a satisfies one of the following:
• u is a function f : R|X| → R and a = f(xi);
• u is an integrable2 distribution d and a ∈ supp(d); or
• u is a set and a ∈ u.
A run (or execution) in C is an infinite sequence of configurations
whose every finite prefix is a finite path. A configuration (ℓ,x) is
reachable from the initial configuration (ℓinit,xinit) if there is a
finite path starting in (ℓinit ,xinit) that ends in (ℓ,x).
Schedulers. Due to the presence of non-determinism and proba-
bilistic choices, a pCFG C may represent a multitude of possible
behaviours. The probabilistic behaviour of C can be captured by
constructing a suitable probability measure over the set of all its
runs. Before this can be done, non-determinism in C needs to be
resolved. This is done using the standard notion of a scheduler.
Definition 2 (Schedulers). A scheduler in an pCFG C is a tuple
σ = (σt, σa), where
• σt (here ’t’ stands for ’transition’) is a function assigning to
every finite path that ends in a non-deterministic configuration
1 In particular, a support of a discrete probability distribution d is simply the
at most countable set of all points on a real line that have positive probability
under d.
2 A distribution on some numerical domain is integrable if its expected value
exists and is finite. In particular, each Dirac distribution is integrable.
(ℓ,x) a probability distribution on transitions outgoing from ℓ;
and
• σa (here ’a’ stands for ’assignment’) is a function which takes
as an argument a finite path ending in a deterministic configu-
ration in which some transition (ℓ, j, u, ℓ′) with u being a set is
enabled, and for such a path it returns a probability distribution
on u.
Stochastic process. A pCFG C together with a scheduler σ can
be seen as a stochastic process which produces a random run
(ℓ0,x0)(ℓ1,x1)(ℓ2,x2) · · · . The evolution of this process can be
informally described as follows: we start in the initial configura-
tion, i.e. (ℓ0,x0) = (ℓinit,xinit). Now assume that i steps have
elapsed, i.e. a finite path (ℓ0,x0)(ℓ1,x1) · · · (ℓi,xi) has already
been produced. Then
• A transition τ = (ℓ, j, u, ℓ′) enabled in (ℓi,xi) is chosen as
follows:
If ℓi is non-deterministic then τ is chosen randomly accord-
ing to the distribution specified by scheduler σ, i.e. accord-
ing to the distribution σt((ℓ0,x0)(ℓ1,x1) · · · (ℓi,xi)).
If ℓi is probabilistic, then τ is chosen randomly according
to the distribution Prℓi .
If ℓi is deterministic, then by the definition of a pCFG there
is exactly one enabled transition outgoing from ℓi, and this
transition is chosen as τ .
• Once τ is chosen as above, we put ℓi+1 = ℓ′. Next, we put
xi+1 = xi(j ← a), where a chosen as follows:
If u is a function u : R|V | → R, then a = f(xi).
If u is a distribution d, then a is sampled from d.
If u is a set, then a is sampled from a distribution
σa((ℓ0,x0)(ℓ1,x1) · · · (ℓi,xi)).
The above intuitive explanation can be formalized by showing that
each pCFG C together with a scheduler σ uniquely determines a
certain probabilistic space (Ω,R,Pσ) in which Ω is a set of all runs
in C, and a stochastic process Cσ = {Cσi }∞i=0 in this space such
that for each ̺ ∈ Ω we have that Cσi (̺) is the i-th configuration on
run ̺ (i.e., Cσi is a random vector (ℓσi ,xσi ) with ℓσi taking values
in L and xσi being a random vector of dimension |V | consisting of
real-valued random variables). The sigma-algebraR is the smallest
(w.r.t. inclusion) sigma algebra under which all the functions Cσi ,
for all i ≥ 0 and all schedulers σ, are R-measurable (a function
f returning vectors isR-measurable if for all real-valued vectors y
of appropriate dimension the set {ω ∈ Ω | f(ω) ≤ y} belongs
to R). The probability measure Pσ is such that for each i, the
distribution of Cσi reflects the aforementioned way in which runs
are randomly generated. The formal construction of R and Pσ is
standard [8] and somewhat technical, hence we omit it. We denote
by Eσ the expectation operator in probability space (Ω,R, Pσ).
The translation from probabilistic programs to the corresponding
pCFG is standard [19], and the details are presented in the appendix.
We point out that the construction produces pCFGs with a property
that only transitions outgoing from a deterministic state can update
program variables. All other transitions are assumed to be of the
form (ℓ, 1, id1, ℓ′) for some locations ℓ, ℓ′, where id1(x) = x[1]
for all x. We use this to simplify notation. An illustration of a pCFG
is given in Figure 2.
2.4 Almost-Sure and Probabilistic Termination
We consider computational problems related to the basic liveness
properties of APPs, namely termination and its generalization,
reachability.
x := 10
wh i l e x ≥ 1 do
i f prob ( 0 . 7 5 ) then x := x− 1 e l s e x := x+ 1
f i
od
ℓ0 ℓ1ℓ2 x < 1 x ≥ 1
3
4
x:=x-1
1
4x:=x+1
Figure 2. An APP modelling an asymmetric 1-D random walk
and the associated pCFG. Probabilistic locations are depicted by
circles, with probabilities given on outgoing transitions. Transitions
are labelled by their effects. Location ℓ0 is initial and ℓ2 is terminal.
Termination, reachability, and termination time. In the following,
consider an APP P and its associated pCFG CP . We say that a
run ̺ of CP reaches a set of configurations C if it contains a
configuration from C. A run terminates if it reaches a configuration
whose first component (i.e. a location of CP ) is the location ℓoutP
corresponding to the value of the program counter after executing
P . To each set of configurations C we can assign a random variable
TC such that for each run ̺ the value TC(̺) represents the first
point in time when the current configuration on ̺ is in C. If a
run ̺ does not reach a set C, then TC(̺) = ∞. We call TC
the reachability time of C. In particular, if C is the set of all
configurations (ℓ,x) such that ℓ = ℓoutP (the terminal location of
CP ), then TC is called a termination time, as it returns the number
of steps after which ̺ terminates. Since termination time is an
important concept on its own, we use a special notation Term for
it. Since a probabilistic program may exhibit more than one run, we
are interested in probabilities of runs that terminate or reach some
set of configurations. This gives rise to the following fundamental
computational problems regarding termination:
1. Almost-sure termination: A probabilistic program P is almost-
surely (a.s.) terminating if under each scheduler σ it holds that
P
σ({̺ | ̺ terminates}) = 1, or equivalently, if for each σ it
holds Pσ(Term < ∞) = 1. In almost-sure termination ques-
tion for P we aim to prove that P is almost-surely terminating.
2. Probabilistic termination: In probabilistic termination question
for P we aim to compute a lower bound on the probability of
termination, i.e. a bound b ∈ [0, 1] such that for each sched-
uler σ it holds Pσ({̺ | ̺ terminates}) ≥ b (or equivalently
P
σ(Term <∞) ≥ b).
We also define corresponding questions for the more general reach-
ability concept.
1. Almost-sure reachability: For a set C of configurations of a
probabilistic program P , prove (if possible) that under each
scheduler σ it holds that Pσ(TC <∞) = 1.
2. Probabilistic reachability: For a set C of configurations of a
probabilistic program P , compute a bound b ∈ [0, 1] such that
for each scheduler σ it holds Pσ(TC <∞) ≥ b.
Since termination is a special case of reachability, each solution
to the almost-sure or probabilistic reachability questions provides
solution for the corresponding termination questions.
3. Invariants and Ranking Supermartingales
In this section we recall known methods and constructs for solv-
ing the qualitative termination and reachability questions for APPs,
namely linear invariants and ranking supermartingales. We also
demonstrate that these methods are not sufficient to address the
quantitative variants of these questions (i.e., probabilistic termina-
tion). In order to discuss the necessary concepts, we recall the ba-
sics of martingales, which is relevant for both this and subsequent
sections.
3.1 Pure Invariants
Invariants are a vital element of many program analysis techniques.
Intuitively, invariants are maps assigning to each program location
ℓ of some pCFG a predicate which is guaranteed to hold whenever
ℓ is entered. To avoid confusion with stochastic invariants, that we
introduce later, we call these standard invariants pure invariants.
Definition 3 (Linear Predicate Map (LPM) and Pure Invariant). We
define the following:
1. A linear predicate map (LPM) for an APP P is a function I
assigning to each location ℓ of the pCFG CP a propositionally
linear predicate I(ℓ) over the set of program variables of P .
2. A pure linear invariant (or just a pure invariant) for an APP
P is a linear predicate map I for P with the following
property: for each location ℓ of CP and each finite path
(ℓ0,x0), · · · , (ℓn,xn) such that (ℓ0,x0) = (ℓinit ,xinit) and
ℓn = ℓ it holds xn |= I(ℓ).
3.2 Supermartingales
(Super)martingales, are a standard tool of probability theory apt for
analyzing probabilistic objects arising in computer science, from
automata-based models [14] to general probabilistic programs [6,
15, 18, 19, 34].
Let us first recall basic definitions and results related to super-
martingales, which we need in our analysis.
Conditional Expectation. Let (Ω,F , P) be a probability space,
X : Ω → R an F-measurable function, and F ′ ⊆ F sub-sigma-
algebra of F . The conditional expectation of X given F ′ is an F ′-
measurable random variable denoted by E[X|F ′] which satisfies,
for each set A ∈ F ′, the following:
E[X · 1A] = E[E[X|F ] · 1A], (1)
where 1A : Ω → {0, 1} is an indicator function of A, i.e. function
returning 1 for each ω ∈ A and 0 for each ω ∈ Ω \ A. Note that
the left hand-side of (1) intuitively represents the expected value of
X(ω) with domain restricted to A.
Recall that in context of probabilistic programs we work with prob-
ability spaces of the form (Ω,R,Pσ), where Ω is a set of runs in
some C and F is (the smallest) sigma-algebra such that all the func-
tions Cσi , where i ∈ N0 and σ is a scheduler, are R-measurable. In
such a setting we can also consider sub-sigma-algebras Ri, i ∈ N0,
of R, where Ri is the smallest sub-sigma-algebra of R such that
all the functions Cσj , 0 ≤ j ≤ i, are Ri-measurable. Intuitively,
each set A belonging to such an Ri consists of runs whose first i
steps satisfy some property, and the probability space (Ω,Ri,Pσ)
allows us to reason about probabilities of certain events happening
in the first i steps of program execution. Then, for each A ∈ Ri,
the value E[E[X|Ri] · 1A] represents the expected value of X(̺)
for the randomly generated run ̺ provided that we restrict to runs
whose prefix of length i satisfies the property given by A. Note that
the sequence R0,R1,R2, . . . forms a filtration of R, which we
call a canonical filtration.
Definition 4 (Supermartingale). Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability
space and {Fi}∞i=0 a filtration of F . A sequence of random vari-
ables {Xi}∞i=0 is a supermartingale w.r.t. filtration {Fi}∞i=0 if it
satisfies these conditions:
1. The process {Xi}∞i=0 is adapted to {Fi}∞i=0, i.e. for all i ∈ N0
it holds that Xi is Fi-measurable.
2. For all i ∈ N0 it holds E[|Xi|] <∞.
3. For all i ∈ N0 it holds
E[Xi+1|Fi] ≤ Xi. (2)
A supermartingale {Xi}∞i=0 has c-bounded differences, where
c ≥ 0, if |Xi+1 −Xi| < c for all i ∈ N0
Intuitively, a supermartingale is a stochastic process whose average
value is guaranteed not to rise as time evolves, even if some infor-
mation on the past evolution of the process is revealed. We often
need to work with supermartingales whose value is guaranteed to
decrease on average, until a certain condition is satisfied. The point
in time in which such a condition is satisfied is called a stopping
time.
Definition 5 (Stopping time). Let (Ω,F , P) be a probability space
and {Fi}∞i=0 a filtration. A random variable T : Ω → N0 is
called a stopping time w.r.t. {Fi}∞i=0 if for all j ∈ N0 the set
{ω ∈ Ω | T (ω) ≤ j} belongs to Fj .
In particular, for each set of configurations C the reachability time
TC of C is a stopping time w.r.t. the canonical filtration, since at
each time j we can decide whether TC > j or not by looking at
the prefix of a run of length j. Finally, we recall the fundamental
notion of a ranking supermartingale.
Definition 6 (Ranking supermartingale). Let (Ω,F ,P) be a proba-
bility space, {Fi}∞i=0 a filtration of F , T a stopping time w.r.t. that
filtration, and ǫ ≥ 0. A supermartingale {Xi}∞i=0 (w.r.t. {Fi}∞i=0)
is ǫ-decreasing until T if it satisfies the following additional condi-
tion: for all i ∈ N0 it holds
E[Xi+1|Fi] ≤ Xi − ǫ · 1T>i. (3)
Further, {Xi}∞i=0 is an ǫ-ranking supermartingale (ǫ-RSM) for T
if it is ǫ-decreasing until T and for each ω ∈ Ω, j ∈ N0 it holds
T (ω) > j ⇒ Xj(ω) ≥ 0.
Intuitively, if T is the reachability time TC of some set C, then
the previous definition requires that an ǫ-ranking supermartingale
must decrease by at least ǫ on average up to the point when C is
reached for a first time. After that, it must not increase (on average).
The above definition is a bit more general than the standard one in
the literature as we also consider reachability as opposed to only
termination.
Martingales in Program Analysis. In the context of APP analysis,
we consider a special type of supermartingales given as functions
of the current values of program variables. In this paper we focus
on the case when these functions are linear.
Definition 7 (Linear Expression Map). A linear expression map
(LEM) for an APP P is a function η assigning to each program lo-
cation ℓ of CP an affine expression η(ℓ) over the program variables
of P .
Each LEM η and location ℓ determines an affine function η(ℓ)
which takes as an argument an n-dimensional vector, where n is
the number of distinct variables inP . We use η(ℓ,x) as a shorthand
notation for η(ℓ)(x). Martingales for APP analysis are defined
via a standard notion of pre-expectation [15]. Intuitively, a pre-
expectation of η is a function which for each configuration (ℓ,x)
returns the maximal expected value of η after one step is made from
this configuration, where the maximum is taken over all possible
non-deterministic choices.
Definition 8 (Pre-Expectation). Let P be an APP such that CP =
(L, V, ℓinit ,xinit , 7→,Pr , G) and let η a linear expression map for
P . The pre-expectation of η is a function preη : L × R|V | → R
defined as follows:
• if ℓ is a probabilistic location, then
preη(ℓ,x) :=
∑
(ℓ,1,id1,ℓ′)∈7→
Prℓ
(
(ℓ, 1, id1, ℓ
′)
)
· η(ℓ′,x);
• if ℓ is a non-deterministic location, then
preη(ℓ,x) := max
(ℓ,1,id1,ℓ′)∈7→
η(ℓ′,x);
• if ℓ is a deterministic location, then for each x the value
preη(ℓ,x) is determined as follows: there is exactly one tran-
sition τ = (ℓ, j, u, ℓ′) such that x |= G(τ ). We distinguish
three cases:
If u : R|V | → R is a function, then
preη(ℓ,x) := η(ℓ
′,x(j ← u(x))).
If u is a distribution d, then
preη(ℓ,x) := η(ℓ
′,x(j ← E[d])),
where E[d] is the expected value of the distribution d.
If u is a set, then
preη(ℓ,x) := max
a∈u
η(ℓ′,x(j ← a)).
Definition 9. (Linear Ranking Supermartingale) Let P be an APP
such that CP = (L, V, ℓinit,xinit, 7→,Pr , G), let I be a linear
predicate map and let C ⊆ L×R|V | be some set of configurations.
A linear ǫ-ranking supermartingale (ǫ-LRSM) for C supported by I
is a linear expression map η for P such that for all configurations
(ℓ,x) of CP with (ℓ,x) 6∈ C and x |= I(ℓ) the following two
conditions hold:
• η(ℓ,x) ≥ 0
• preη(ℓ,x) ≤ η(ℓ,x)− ǫ
A linear ǫ-ranking supermartingale supported by I has c-bounded
differences if for each (ℓ,x) such that x |= I(ℓ) and each con-
figuration (ℓ′,x′) such that (ℓ,x)(ℓ′,x′) is a path in CP it holds
|η(ℓ,x)− η(ℓ′,x′)| ≤ c.
The relationship between ǫ-LRSM in APPs, (pure) invariants, and
almost-sure termination is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 ([19, Theorem 1]). Let P be an APP, σ a scheduler,
and (Ω,R, Pσ) the corresponding probability space. Further, letC
be the set of terminating configurations of CP (i.e., the termination
location is reached), such that there exist an ǫ > 0 and an ǫ-linear
ranking supermartingale η supported by a pure invariant I . Then
1. Pσ(Term <∞) = 1, i.e. termination is ensured almost-surely.
2. Eσ[Term] < η(ℓinit ,xinit)/ǫ.
The previous result shows that if there exists an ǫ-LRSM supported
by a pure invariant I , for ǫ > 0, then under each scheduler ter-
mination is ensured almost-surely. We now demonstrate that pure
invariants, though effective for almost-sure termination, are ineffec-
tive to answer probabilistic termination questions.
Example 1. Consider the program in Figure 3. In each iteration
of the outer loop each of the variables is randomly modified by
adding a number drawn from some uniform distribution. Average
increase of x in each iteration is 3
8
, while average decrease of y
x := 30, y := 20
wh i l e y ≥ 0 do
x := x+sample(Uniform[− 1
4
, 1])
y := y+sample(Uniform[−1, 1
4
])
wh i l e x ≤ 0 do sk ip od
od
ℓ0 ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3ℓ4 y < 0 y ≥ 0
x:=... y:=...
x ≤ 0
x > 0
Figure 3. A program with infinitely many reachable configurations
which terminates with high probability, but not almost surely, to-
gether with a sketch of its pCFG.
is − 3
8
. It is easy to see that a program does not terminate almost-
surely: there is for instance a tiny but non-zero probability of x
being decremented by at least 1
8
in each of the first 240 loop
iterations, after which we are stuck in the infinite inner loop. On
the other hand, the expectations above show that there is a “trend”
of y decreasing and x increasing, and executions that follow this
trend eventually decrement y below 0 without entering the inner
loop. Hence, the probabilistic intuition tells us that the program
terminates with a high probability. However, the techniques of
this section cannot prove this high-probability termination, since
existence of an ǫ-LRSM (with ǫ > 0) supported by a pure invariant
already implies a.s. termination, and so no such ǫ-LRSM can exist
for the program.
In the next section we generalize the notion of pure invariants to
stochastic invariants for probabilistic termination to resolve issues
like Example 1.
4. Stochastic Invariants and Probabilistic
Termination
In this section we introduce stochastic invariants. Intuitively,
stochastic invariants are linear predicate maps extended with an up-
per bound on the probability of their violation.
Definition 10 (Stochastic Linear Predicate Maps and Invariants).
Stochastic linear predicate maps and stochastic invariants are de-
fined as follows:
• A stochastic linear predicate map (SLPM) for an APP P is a
pair (PI, p) where PI is a linear predicate map and p ∈ [0, 1]
is a probability.
• A stochastic linear invariant (or just a stochastic invariant)
for an APP P is an SLPM (PI, p) for P with the following
property: if we denote by Fail(PI) the set of all runs initiated
in (ℓinit,xinit) that reach a configuration of the form (ℓ,x) with
x 6|= PI(ℓ), then for all schedulers σ it holds Pσ(Fail(PI)) ≤
p.
Example 2. Consider the APP consisting of a single statement
x :=sample(Uniform[0, 2]). Denoting ℓin, ℓout the initial and ter-
minal location of this program, respectively, the stochastic LPM
(PI, 1
2
), where PI is such that PI(ℓout) ≡ x ≥ 1 and PI ≡ true
is a stochastic invariant for the program.
Example 3. Consider the example in Figure 3 and a stochastic
LPM (PI, p) for the program such that PI(ℓ2) ≡ x ≥ 1, PI(ℓ) ≡
true for all the other locations, and p = 10−5. Then it is possible
to prove that (PI, p) is a stochastic invariant for the program.
Before presenting our result related to stochastic invariants, we
first present a technical result. Intuitively, the result states that if
we have an ǫ-LRSM for some set of configurations C supported
by some linear predicate map I , then we can use it to obtain a
supermartingale which decreases by at least ǫ (on average) in each
step until we reach either a configuration in C or a configuration
that does not satisfy I . In particular, if I is a pure invariant, the
resulting supermartingale decreases until we reach C. This is a
result about pure invariants, which we will extend to stochastic
invariants.
Lemma 1. Let P be an APP and η a linear ǫ-ranking supermartin-
gale for some set C of configurations of CP supported by I . Let ¬I
be the set of all configurations (ℓ,x) such that x 6|= I(ℓ). Finally,
let {Xi}∞i=0 be a stochastic process defined by
Xi(̺) =
{
η(Cσi (̺)) if TC∪¬I ≥ i
Xi−1(̺) otherwise.
Then under each scheduler σ the stochastic process {Xi}∞i=0 is
an ǫ-ranking supermartingale for TC∪¬I . Moreover, if η has c-
bounded differences, then so has {Xi}∞i=0. In particular, if I is a
pure invariant of P , then {Xi}∞i=0 is an ǫ-ranking supermartingale
for TC .
We now establish a crucial connection between stochastic invari-
ants, linear ranking supermartingales, and quantitative reachability
(and thus quantitative termination).
Theorem 2. Let {(PI1, p1), . . . , (PIn, pn)} be a set of stochastic
linear invariants for APP P , and let I be a linear predicate map
for P such that for each location ℓ of CP the formula I(ℓ) is
entailed by the formula PI1(ℓ) ∧ · · · ∧ PIn(ℓ). If there exists a
linear ǫ-ranking supermartingale η for a set of configurations C
such that η is supported by I , then under each scheduler σ it holds
P
σ(TC <∞) ≥ 1−
∑n
j=1
pj .
Proof. From Lemma 1 it follows that there is an ǫ-ranking super-
martingale {Xi}∞i=0 for TC∪¬I . We can prove a generalization of
Theorem 1 for other stopping times apart from Term, which gives
us that under each scheduler σ the set of configurations C ∪ ¬I is
reached with probability 1, where ¬I is the set of all (ℓ,x) such
that x 6|= I(ℓ). But since each (PIj , pj) is a stochastic invariant,
the probability that ¬PIj is reached is at most pj under each sched-
uler. Using union bound the probability of reaching
⋃n
j=1
¬PIj is
at most
∑n
j=1
pj , from which the result follows.
Example 4. Let (PI, 10−5) be the stochastic invariant from Ex-
ample 3 (concerning Figure 3). For the corresponding program we
can easily infer a pure invariant I ′ such that I ′(ℓ1) ≡ y ≥ 0,
I ′(ℓ2) = I
′(ℓ0) ≡ y ≥ −1 and I ′(ℓ4) ≡ I ′(ℓ3) ≡ true
(actually, standard methods would likely infer stronger pure in-
variants, but I ′ is sufficient for the sake of example). Consider a
LEM η defined as follows η(ℓ0) = 8y + 9, η(ℓ1) = 8y + 8,
η(ℓ2) = 8y + 10, η(ℓ3) = 8y + 11 and η(ℓ4) = −1. Then η
is a 1-LRSM for the set of terminal configurations supported by
LPM I = I ′ ∧ PI (where the conjunction is locationwise). Now
consider a set {(I ′, 0), (PI, 10−5)}. From Example 3 and from the
fact that I ′ is a pure invariant it follows that both members of the
set are stochastic invariants, and clearly I ′ ∧ PI entails I . From
Theorem 2 it follows that the program terminates with probability
at least 0.99999.
Theorem 2 shows a way in which probabilistic reachability and ter-
mination properties of APPs can be proved by use of ranking su-
permartingales and stochastic invariants. As highlighted in Exam-
ple 3, the crucial question now is proving the existence of suitable
stochastic invariants for APP. While there are various methods of
obtaining pure linear invariants [23], e.g. those based on abstract
interpretation [26], constraint solving [11] etc., these methods do
not support reasoning about probabilities of a given assertion being
satisfied, and thus they are not sufficient for obtaining stochastic in-
variants. In the next section we propose a framework for reasoning
about stochastic invariants using repulsing supermartingales.
5. Proving Stochastic Invariance with Repulsing
Supermartingales
Consider that we want to use stochastic invariants to prove that
some APP P terminates with a high probability, by using Theo-
rem 2. We need to achieve two things:
a. obtain a linear predicate map PI which supports some linear
ranking supermartingale for the termination time Term of P ;
and
b. obtain an upper bound p on the probability that PI is violated.
The part a. is not in any way related to the probability of p being
satisfied, and hence we can aspire to adapt some of the techniques
for generation of pure invariants. The part b. is substantially trickier,
since it requires quantitative reasoning about the highly complex
stochastic process {Cσi }∞i=0. To achieve this task, we introduce a
notion of ǫ-repulsing supermartingale.
Intuitive idea of repulsing supermartingales. Intuitively, ǫ-
repulsing supermartingales are again required to decrease by at
least ǫ on average in every step until some stopping time, e.g. until
reaching some set C of configurations. But now, instead of requir-
ing the value of the process to be non-negative until C reached, we
require it to be non-negative upon reaching C. This is because we
typically work with repulsing supermartingales whose initial value
is non-positive. Then, intuitively an ǫ-repulsing supermartingale is
driven away from non-negative values by at least ǫ per step, which
provides a probabilistic argument for showing that the C is reached
with small probability.
Definition 11 (Repulsing supermartingale). Let (Ω,F , P) be a
probability space, {Fi}∞i=0 a filtration of F , T a stopping time
w.r.t. that filtration, and ǫ ≥ 0. A supermartingale {Xi}∞i=0 (w.r.t.
{Fi}
∞
i=0) is ǫ-repulsing for T if it is ǫ-decreasing until T and for
each ω ∈ Ω, j ∈ N0 it holds T (ω) = j ⇒ Xj(ω) ≥ 0.
To apply repulsing supermartingales to concrete programs, we
again define the important special case of linear repulsing super-
martingales.
Definition 12 (Linear repulsing supermartingale). Let P be an
APP such that CP = (L, V, ℓinit,xinit , 7→,Pr , G), let I be a
linear predicate map and let C ⊆ L × R|V | be some set of
configurations. A linear ǫ-repulsing supermartingale (ǫ-LRepSM)
for a set C supported by I is an LEM η for P such that for all
configurations (ℓ,x) of CP such that x |= I(ℓ) the following holds
• if (ℓ,x) ∈ C, then η(ℓ,x) ≥ 0
• if (ℓ,x) 6∈ C and ℓ is not a terminal location, then preη(ℓ,x) ≤
η(ℓ,x)− ǫ,
An ǫ-LRepSM supported by I has c-bounded differences if for
each pair of locations ℓ, ℓ′, each transition τ from ℓ, ℓ′, and each
pair of configurations (ℓ,x), (ℓ′,x′) such that x |= I(ℓ) ∧ G(τ )
and (ℓ′,x′) can be produced by performing τ in (ℓ,x) it holds
|η(ℓ,x)− η(ℓ′,x′)| ≤ c.
Example 5 (Illustration of LRepSM). Consider the program
shown in Figure 4, with initial value x := 10. Consider a linear
x := 10
wh i l e x ≥ 0 do
i f prob ( 0 . 5 ) then x := x+ 1
e l s e x := x− 2
f i
od
ℓ0 ℓ1ℓ2 x < 0 x ≥ 0
1
2
x:=x-2
1
2x:=x+1
Figure 4. A probabilistic program example, with the accompany-
ing pCFG.
predicate map PI such that PI(ℓ0) ≡ x ≤ 500 and PI(ℓ1) ≡
PI(ℓ2) ≡ true. Consider an LEM η that assigns to each pair
(ℓi, x) a value 7 · x + di, where di is the i-th component of the or-
dered tuple (−3499,−3500,−3500). It is straightforward to ver-
ify that η is a 1-LRepSM for ¬PI supported by a trivial pure in-
variant assigning true to each location.
The connection between ǫ-LRepSMs and general ǫ-repulsing super-
martingales is similar as for their ranking variants (Lemma 1). That
is, from ǫ-LRepSMs we can obtain a stochastic process which is
a supermartingale w.r.t. the canonical filtration, which decreases at
least by ǫ on average until the some set C is reached, and upon
reaching C its value is non-negative.
Lemma 2. Let P be an APP and η an ǫ-LRepSM for some set C
of configurations of CP supported by some linear predicate map I .
Let ¬I be the set of all configurations (ℓ,x) such that νx 6|= I(ℓ).
Finally, let {Xi}∞i=0 be a stochastic process defined by
Xi(̺) =
{
η(Cσi (̺)) if TC∪¬I ≥ i
Xi−1(̺) otherwise.
Then under each scheduler σ the stochastic process {Xi}∞i=0 is
an ǫ-repulsing supermartingale for TC∪¬I . Moreover, if η has c-
bounded differences, then so has {Xi}∞i=0. In particular, if I is a
pure invariant of P , then {Xi}∞i=0 is an ǫ-repulsing supermartin-
gale for TC .
We now show how to obtain an upper bound on the probability
of an invariant failure via repulsing supermartingales. Techniques
used within the proof of Theorem 1 (which are similar to the proof
of Lemma 5.5 in [34]) are not applicable, as they crucially rely on
the fact that the supermartingale is non-negative before reaching
C. Instead, we use a powerful tool of Martingale theory called
Azuma’s inequality.
Theorem 3 (Azuma’s inequality [4]). Let (Ω,F , P) be a probabil-
ity space and {Xi}∞i=0 a supermartingale w.r.t. F with c-bounded
differences. Then for each n ∈ N0 and each λ > 0 it holds
P(Xn −X0 ≥ λ) ≤ e
− λ
2
2nc2 .
Intuitively, Azuma’s inequality provides exponentially decreasing
tail bound on the probability that a supermartingale exhibits a large
deviation from its expected value. In the following lemma (inspired
by martingale use in [12]) the Azuma’s inequality is used to obtain
exponentially decreasing bound on probability that the set C is
reached in exactly n steps.
Lemma 3. Let C be a set of configurations of an APP P . Denote
by Fn the set of all runs ̺ such that TC(̺) = n. Suppose that there
exist ǫ > 0, c > 0 and a linear ǫ-repulsing supermartingale η for
C supported by some pure invariant I such that η has c-bounded
differences and η(ℓinit ,xinit) < 0. Then under each scheduler σ it
holds
P
σ(Fn) ≤ α · γ
n,
where γ = e−
ǫ2
2(c+ǫ)2
, α = e
ǫ·m0
(c+ǫ)2 and m0 = η(ℓinit ,xinit).
Key proof idea. We use η to obtain a supermartingale {X˜i}∞i=0
with c-bounded differences such that for for each run ̺ ∈ Fn it
holds X˜n(̺)− X˜0(̺) ≥ n · ǫ −m0. We then apply the Azuma’s
inequality on {X˜i}∞i=0 to get the desired bound on the probability
of X˜n(̺) − X˜0(̺) ≥ n · ǫ −m0 and thus also on the probability
of Fn.
Proof. Using Lemma 2 we get from η a stochastic process {Xi}∞i=0
which is, for each scheduler σ, an ǫ-repulsing supermartingale for
the stopping time TC with c-bounded differences. Now we define
a stochastic process {X˜i}∞i=0 by putting
X˜i(̺) =
{
Xi(̺) + i · ǫ if TC(̺) ≥ i
X˜i−1(̺) otherwise.
Since {Xi}∞i=0 is ǫ-decreasing until TC , the process {X˜i}∞i=0 is
a supermartingale. Moreover, it is easy to check that {X˜i}∞i=0 has
(c + ǫ)-bounded differences. Now for each ̺ we have X˜0(̺) =
η(ℓinit,xinit) < 0. Moreover, from the definitions of {Xi}∞i=0 and
{X˜i}
∞
i=0 we get that ̺ ∈ Fn implies X˜n(̺) = Xn(̺) + n · ǫ =
η(Cσn(̺)) + n · ǫ ≥ n · ǫ (since η assigns non-negative value
to configurations in C and ̺ ∈ Fn is within C in step n), and
adding −X˜0(̺) to both sides yields ̺ ∈ Fn ⇒ X˜n(̺)− X˜0(̺) ≥
n · ǫ −m0; recall m0 = η(ℓinit,xinit) = X˜0(̺). Hence, for each
scheduler σ we have
P
σ(Fn) ≤ P
σ(X˜n − X˜0 ≥ n · ǫ−m0). (4)
Applying the Azuma’s inequality for {X˜i}ni=0 on (4) we get
P
σ(Fn) ≤ P(X˜n − X˜0 ≥ n · ǫ−m0)
≤ α · e
− n
2·ǫ2
2n(c+ǫ)2 = α · γn,
where α = e
ǫ·m0
(c+ǫ)2
.
Using the above lemma we can bound the probability of reaching
C by a geometric series which can be easily evaluated.
Theorem 4. LetC be a set of configurations of an APP P . Suppose
that there exist ǫ > 0, c > 0 and a linear ǫ-repulsing supermartin-
gale η for C supported by some pure invariant I such that η has
c-bounded differences and η(ℓinit ,xinit) < 0. Then under each
scheduler σ it holds
P
σ(TC <∞) ≤ α ·
γ⌈|η(ℓinit ,xinit )|/c⌉
1− γ
, (5)
where γ = e−
ǫ2
2(c+ǫ)2 and α = e
ǫ·m0
(c+ǫ)2 and m0 = η(ℓinit ,xinit)
is the initial value.
Proof. For each n let Fn be as in Lemma 3. Denote by A the
number ⌈|η(ℓinit ,xinit)|/c⌉. Observe that Fn = ∅ for each n <
A. Indeed, we need at least A steps to reach C from the initial
configuration, because η(ℓinit ,xinit) ≤ 0 (by the definition of a
linear ranking supermartingale), the value of η can increase by at
most c in each step, and reaching C entails that the value of η
becomes non-negative. Hence, for each scheduler σ we get
P
σ(TC <∞)=
∞∑
n=0
P
σ(Fn)=
∞∑
n=A
P
σ(Fn)≤
∞∑
n=A
α · γn
= α ·
γA
1− γ
,
where the inequality in the middle comes from Lemma 3.
Example 6 (Illustration of Theorem 4). Looking back at Exam-
ple 5, the absolute value of the change in η at each step is bounded
from above by 12. Since the initial value of η is −3429, we use
Azuma’s inequality and Theorem 4 to get the probability bound
5.06 · 10−6 on the violation of PI .
We now present the corollary that establishes the effectiveness of
LRepSM for stochastic invariants.
Corollary 1. Let PI be a linear predicate map. Denote by ¬PI
the set of all configurations (ℓ,x) such that x 6|= PI(ℓ). Assume
that there exist ǫ > 0, c > 0, and an ǫ-LRepSM η for ¬PI
with c-bounded differences such that η(ℓinit ,xinit) < 0. Then
(PI, p) with p = e
ǫ·m0
(c+ǫ)2 · γ
⌈|η(ℓinit ,xinit )|/c⌉
1−γ
(γ and m0 are as
in Theorem 4) is a stochastic invariant.
We note that the bound obtained from (5) is sound, but not necessar-
ily tight. The magnitude of this bound crucially depends on η and
on initial valuation of variables. In Section 8 we discuss how to find
a LRepSM η providing good bounds in practice (as also illustrated
in Example 6).
6. Effectiveness of Repulsing Supermartingales
In this section we discuss the effectiveness of repulsing super-
martingales in several problems in analysis of probabilistic pro-
grams.
6.1 Probabilistic Termination
In Section 5 we establish the effectiveness of repulsing supermartin-
gales for stochastic invariants. Theorem 2 shows that stochastic in-
variants along with ranking supermartingales can obtain bounds for
the probabilistic termination problem. Hence the combination of re-
pulsing and ranking supermartingales can answer the probabilistic
termination problem.
6.2 Refuting Almost-Sure and Finite Termination
While a significant effort in analysis of non-probabilistic programs
is devoted to proving termination, for bug-hunting purposes the
analysis is often complemented by methods that aim to prove that
a given program does not terminate [3, 21, 39, 53, 69]. Similarly
for probabilistic programs we can ask for refutation of almost-sure
termination of a given program. We show how RepSMs can be used
to this end.
If we have an ǫ-LRepSM η for the set of terminal configurations
and the bound obtained from Theorem 4 is smaller than 1, then
η in particular proves that the program does not terminate almost
surely (from the given initial configuration). However repulsing
supermartingales can refute a.s. termination even for programs
where the bound obtained by using Theorem 4 is ≥ 1. To show
this we use another powerful tool of martingale theory: the optional
stopping theorem.
Theorem 5 (Optional Stopping, [70, Theorem 10.10]). Let
(Ω,F , P) be a probability space, {Xi}∞i=0 a supermartingale w.r.t.
some filtration {Fi}∞i=0, and T a stopping time w.r.t the same filtra-
tion. Assume that E[T ] < ∞ and {Xi}∞i=0 has c-bounded differ-
ences for some c ∈ R. Then
E[X0] ≥ E[XT ].
The optional stopping theorem guarantees that under given assump-
tions, the expected value of the supermartingale at the time of
stopping (which can be, e.g. the time of program termination) is
bounded from above by the expected initial value of the super-
martingale. We can use the theorem to obtain the following.
Theorem 6. Let C be a set of configurations of an APP P . Sup-
pose that there exist ǫ > 0, c > 0 and a linear ǫ-repulsing super-
martingale η for C supported by some pure invariant I such that η
has c-bounded differences. If η(ℓinit ,xinit) < 0, then under each
scheduler σ it holds
P
σ(TC <∞) < 1.
Key proof idea. Theorem 4 shows that the existence of η implies
the following: if a program execution reaches with positive proba-
bility a configuration (ℓ,x) such that η(ℓ,x) is below some suffi-
ciently small negative number A (whose magnitude depends only
on η and c), then the program does not terminate almost-surely. It
thus suffices to prove that the program reaches such a configura-
tion with positive probability under each scheduler σ. We define a
stopping time T that returns a first point in time in which we reach
either C or a configuration (ℓ,x) with η(ℓ,x) ≤ 2A and apply
the optional stopping theorem on the ǫ-RepSM obtained from η. It
can be proved that expectation of T is finite, so optional stopping
theorem applies to T . Now to get a contradiction we assume that a
configuration with η-value smaller than 2A is reached with proba-
bility 0. Then at time T the current configuration is almost-surely
in C so the expected value of the supermartingale at time T is non-
negative. But the optional stopping theorem forces this expectation
to be bounded from above by the initial value of the RepSM, i.e. by
η(ℓinit,xinit), which is negative, a contradiction.
Another important concept in the analysis of probabilistic programs
is finite termination [19], sometimes also called positive termina-
tion [34]. A program is said to terminate finitely if its expected
termination time is finite. Of course, when a program terminates
with probability less than 1 it is not finitely terminating. However,
there are programs that terminate almost-surely but the expected
termination time is infinite. Indeed, consider a program modelling
a symmetric 1-dimensional random walk with a boundary:
while x ≥ 0 do if prob(0.5) then x := x+1 else x := x−1 fi od
From the theory of random walks it follows that for each positive
initial value of x the program terminates almost-surely but its
expected termination time is infinite. Even for such programs the
positive termination can be refuted, this time by using 0-repulsing
supermartingales.
Theorem 7. Let C be a set of configurations of an APP P . Sup-
pose that there exist ǫ ≥ 0, c > 0 and a linear ǫ-repulsing super-
martingale η for C supported by some pure invariant I such that η
has c-bounded differences. If η(ℓinit ,xinit) < 0, then under each
scheduler σ it holds
E
σ(TC) =∞. (6)
Proof. Let {Xi}∞i=0 be the ǫ-repulsing supermartingale obtained
from η using Lemma 2. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that
there exists a scheduler σ such that Eσ(TC) <∞. Since {Xi}∞i=0
has c-bounded differences, using the optional stopping theorem we
get Eσ[X0] ≥ Eσ[XTC ]. But from the definition of η we get
E
σ[X0] = η(ℓinit ,xinit) < 0 and Eσ[XTC ] ≥ 0, since η attains
non-negative values inside C. Hence, we derived a contradiction
0 > 0.
Example 7. For the 1-dimensional symmetric RW program pic-
tured above (counter-example for finite-termination) it is easy to
find a 0-LRepSM η for the set of terminal configurations supported
by a pure invariant : say that η is equal to −x− 1 in all locations
but the terminal one, where it is equal to 0. The supporting invari-
ant is, e.g. x ≥ −1 for all locations.
6.3 Proving Almost-Sure Persistence
The applicability of repulsing submartingales extends beyond
reachability properties. In some applications of probabilistic pro-
grams, such as modelling of complex reactive systems [17], it is
customary to consider programs that are not terminating but con-
tinue to execute forever, e.g. because they model a system which
should continuously respond to inputs from the environment (e.g. a
thermostat [2]). One of the basic properties of such programs is per-
sistence [17]. A set of configurations C is said to be almost-surely
persistent if under each scheduler σ it holds with probability 1 that
all but finitely many configurations along a run belong to C (or in
other words, that we will eventually see only configurations from
C). In [17] they presented a method of proving almost-sure per-
sistence via so called geometric supermartingales. We present an
alternative proof technique based on combination of ranking and
repulsing supermartingales.
Theorem 8. Let C be be a set of configurations of some APP P .
Denote by ¬C the set of all configurations of C that do not belong
to C. Assume that there exist the following:
1. An ǫ > 0, c > 0, and an ǫ-LRepSM η with c-bounded differ-
ences for the set ¬C supported by some pure invariant I .
2. An ǫ > 0, K < 0, and an ǫ-LRSM for the set D = {(ℓ,x) |
η(ℓ,x) ≤ K and x |= I(ℓ)}.
Then the set C is almost-surely persistent.
Key proof idea. Item 2. ensures that from any reachable configura-
tion we eventually reach the set D with probability 1 (Theorem 1).
Item 1. ensures, that each time we enter D the probability that we
never return back to ¬C is positive (Theorem 6). As a matter of
fact, it can be shown that this probability is bounded away from
zero by a number p > 0 which depends only on c, K and η, but
not on a concrete configuration in which we enter D. Hence, the
probability that we enter D and after that reach ¬C again at least n
times is at most pn. For n going to ∞ this converges to 0, showing
that the probability of infinitely often seeing a configuration from
¬C is 0.
Example 8. As a simple example, consider the program
while true do x := sample(Uniform(−2, 1)) od.
For any n ∈ Z let Cn be the set of configurations in which the
value of x is at most n. For each such n we have, inside the loop, a
1
4
-repulsing supermartingale x−n for ¬Cn, and we also have a 14 -
ranking supermartingale x−n+1 for the set {(ℓ,x) | x−n ≤ −1}
(both supported by invariants that are true everywhere). Since both
supermartingales have bounded differences, we get that each set
Cn is persistent.
7. Computational Results
In this section we discuss computational aspects of our framework.
Since synthesis of ǫ-ranking supermartingales supported by a linear
predicate map was already addressed in the previous work [15, 19],
we focus on algorithms related to those aspects of probabilistic
reachability which are new, i.e. those related to stochastic invari-
ants and repulsing supermartingales. Since our techniques are ex-
tensions of already known techniques for ranking supermartingales
and invariant synthesis, we present only a high-level description.
We consider two main problems:
1. For a given APP P with a given pure invariant I and a linear
predicate map PI compute a number p such that (PI, p) is a
stochastic invariant.
2. For a given APP P and a set C of configurations, compute a
linear predicate map PI and a number p such that (PI, p) is a
stochastic invariant supporting some ǫ-LRSM for the set C.
We assume that the set C in item 2 above is given by some linear
predicate map IC , i.e. it is a set of all (ℓ,x) such that x |=
IC(ℓ). This ensures that all the objects we work with are linear,
which allows for a more efficient solution. In particular, the set
of all terminal configurations can be easily given in this way, so
point 2 also concerns obtaining stochastic invariants for proving
high-probability termination.
We start with presenting an algorithm for item 1 above, and then
show how an algorithm for item 2 can be obtained as a straightfor-
ward generalization of 1.
We aim to compute the bound p using Corollary 1, i.e. we want to
compute an ǫ-LRepSM for the set¬PI with c-bounded-differences
supported by I . Note that ¬PI can also be expressed by a linear
predicate map, and this LPM can be computed in polynomial time
provided that PI is polyhedral, i.e. that each PI(ℓ) is a linear
assertion (a conjunction of linear inequalities). We call a set of
configurations polyhedral if it can be defined by a polyhedral LPM.
We adapt a well known constrained-based method for generating
linear ranking functions and (non-stochastic) invariants in non-
probabilistic programs [22, 24, 60], which was adapted for synthe-
sizing ǫ-LRSMs in probabilistic programs [15, 19]. We briefly re-
call this approach and explain its adaptation. So suppose that we
are given a program P , a polyhedral set C, and an LPM I , and
we want to compute numbers ǫ > 0, c > 0, and, for each lo-
cation ℓ of CP , coefficients bℓ, aℓ1, . . . , aℓ|V | such that the LEM η
given by η(ℓ) = bℓ +
∑|V |
i=1
aℓi · xi is an ǫ-LRSM for C with
c-bounded differences supported by I . Since LRSMs can be re-
scaled by an arbitrary positive constant, we can assume that ǫ ≥ 1
and c ≥ 1 (it always holds that c ≥ ǫ). We denote by U the set
{bℓ, aℓ1, . . . , a
ℓ
|V | | ℓ ∈ L} ∪ {c, ǫ}. The algorithm of [19] con-
structs a system of linear inequalities y ·Z ≥ d (here Z is a matrix)
that is adjusted to P , C, and I , which means that each term in each
inequality of the system has one of the following forms:
• It is a variable with a name corresponding to some element of
U .
• It is a term of the form y · z, where y is a variable and z is a
coefficient (i.e. a number) appearing in I (i.e. some inequality
of I contains a term of the form z · xi for some i).
• It is a term of the form y · z, where y is a variable and z is a
coefficient (i.e. a number) appearing in the LPM describing C.
Moreover, any solution of the system yields an ǫ-LRSM for C
with c-bounded differences (by substituting the solution values for
variables in U ). If the system is unsolvable, then no such LRSM
exists.
Intuitively, the construction of y · Z ≥ d proceeds as follows:
the algorithm first translates the conditions in Definition 9 into a
conjunction of formulas of the form
∃u1 . . .∃um∀x1 . . .∀x|V | ϕ⇒ ψ, (7)
where u1, . . . , um are all the elements of U , ϕ is a linear as-
sertion over variables {x1, . . . , x|V |} whose coefficients are num-
bers that appear as coefficients in I or in description of C, and
ψ is an arithmetic expression involving numbers and elements of
U ∪ {x1, . . . , x|V |} which is linear if the elements of the set
{c, ǫ, x1, . . . , x|V |} are taken as variables (in particular, its coef-
ficients are independent of I and C). The algorithm then utilizes
Farkas’s lemma [31] to convert each such formula into an equiva-
lent existentially quantified linear assertion, i.e. a system of linear
inequalities adjusted to P , C, and I .
To obtain the required ǫ, c and LEM η it thus suffices to solve the
linear system y · Z ≥ d. The construction of the system can be
done in polynomial time provided that C is polyhedral. Note that
in particular, the set of terminal configurations is polyhedral.
Now assume that instead of synthesizing an ǫ-LRSM for some set
C we want to synthesize an ǫ-LRepSM for C = ¬PI . The point is
that ¬PI is again expressed by a linear predicate map and all the
formulas arising from conditions in the definition of an ǫ-LRepSM
again have the form (7). This is easy to see as almost all conditions
in the definition of a LRepSM are the same as for LRSM. The only
difference is in the non-negativity condition, where in LRSMs we
require non-negativity outside C, while in LRepSMs inside C. But
for all locations ℓ both these constraints are of the form “for all
x satisfying a given linear predicate, bℓ +
∑|V |
i=1
aℓi · xi ≥ 0”,
and thus can be transformed into a conjunction of formulae of the
form (7). Hence, we can again reduce computing an ǫ-LRepSM
for ¬PI with c-bounded differences to solving a system of linear
constraints, and the resulting system of linear constraints is again
adjusted to P , C, and I . The method is complete in the sense that
an ǫ-LRepSM for C with c-bounded differences exists if and only
if the system of linear inequalities y ·Z ≥ d has a solution. This is
proved in the same way as for LRSMs in [19].
As shown in Section 5, different LRepSMs can produce different
upper bounds on the probability of reaching ¬PI . Theorem 4
shows that in order to get good bounds, it is vital that the computed
LRepSM maximizes |η(ℓinit ,xinit)|/c. Since this function is not
linear in c and coefficients of η, we do not look for optimal η and
c directly but instead we compute optimal LRepSMs η for multiple
heuristically chosen values of c and then pick the one giving the
best result.
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. We fix ǫ = 1 (this is w.l.o.g. as LRepSMs can be rescaled
arbitrarily).
2. Using the constrained based-approach described above, we
compute the minimal c such that there exists a 1-LRepSM for
¬PI with c-bounded differences. We do this by constructing
the system of linear inequalities y · Z ≥ d and use linear pro-
gramming to minimize c under the constraints given by the sys-
tem. Denote by cmin the optimal c.
3. For some fixed number of iterations N we do the following: for
each 0 ≤ j ≤ N we:
• Compute a 1-LRepSM ηj for ¬PI such that ηj has (cmin +
j)-bounded differences and minimizes ηj(ℓinit,xinit) (i.e.
maximizes |ηj(ℓinit ,xinit)|). We do this again by construct-
ing the system y · Z ≥ d (we need to change just the terms
referring to difference bound) and minimizing the objective
function ηj(ℓinit ,xinit) using LP subject to the constraints
of the system (since (ℓinit,xinit) is given, the objective func-
tion is linear).
• Apply Theorem 4 on ηj to get a bound pj on reaching ¬PI .
4. We put p = mincmin≤j≤cmin+N pj and output (PI, p) as a
stochastic invariant.
In our experiments we used N = 1000.
Now we turn to problem 2, i.e. computation of a stochastic invariant
(PI, p) such that PI supports a linear ranking supermartingale for
some set C. Since PI might have in principle unbounded size, we
first have to fix a template for it, i.e. specify how many conjuncts
and disjuncts can eachPI(ℓ) consist of. This amounts to specifying
a symbolic linear predicate map SI , where coefficients in each lin-
ear inequality of SI are not concrete numbers but abstract symbols.
Note that symbolic LPMs can be also used to describe unknown
sets of configurations.
Now take a look back on the above algorithms for computing ǫ-
LRSM or ǫ-LRepSM for a given set C supported by a given LPM
I . Previously, we used LPMs with concrete coefficients to encode
both C and I on input, but we can supplant these with symbolic
LPMs, effectively parametrizing the inputs C and I . Since the
original algorithms produce systems adjusted to P , C and I , when
the algorithms are run with a symbolic LPM instead of a concrete
LPM on input, they produce a system of quadratic inequalities (as
the coefficients in C and I are now unknown). It can be easily
shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions
of such a quadratic system and tuples (η,C, I, ǫ, c), where η is an ǫ-
LRSM (or ǫ-LRepSM, depending on which of the two algorithms
we use) with c-bounded differences for a set C supported by an
LPM I such that C and I can be formed by instantiating the
unknown parameters with concrete numbers.
We now construct two quadratic systems of inequalities: system
S1, produced by the LRSM algorithm on input P , C (here C is a
given set of configurations, i.e. a concrete set), and SI (which is
a symbolic LPM encoding a template for the stochastic invariant
we seek), and system S2, produced by the LRepSM algorithm on
input P , ¬SI (a set encoded by a symbolic LPM; a locationwise
negation of the aforementioned template), and True, where True is
a (concrete) trivial invariant true in every location. Note that in the
first system we treat SI as a symbolic representation of an LPM,
while in the second one we treat it as a symbolic representation
of a set of configurations to avoid. We then identify the variables
in S1 and S2 referring to the same unknown coefficients in SI .
Simultaneously solving both systems yields triples (η,C, PI, ǫ, c)
and (η′,¬PI,True, ǫ′, c′), where η is an ǫ-LRSM with c-bounded
differences for C supported by PI , and η′ is an ǫ′-LRepSM with
c′-bounded references for ¬PI that can be used to bound the
probability of violating PI . We note that checking the solvability
of a quadratic systems of inequalities can be done in PSPACE by
reduction to existential first-order theory of reals. Also note that
instead of True we can use any other pure invariant.
Theorem 9. Existence of a LRepSM for a given set C can be de-
cided in polynomial time provided that C is polyhedral. Existence
of an LPM PI such that PI supports some LRSM for a given poly-
hedral set and at the same time ¬PI admits an LRepSM can be
reduced to existential first-order theory of reals and thus decided
in PSPACE.
Initial Configuration P I Violation Probability Bound
Example 1 (i) x := 10, (ii) x := 50, (iii) x := 100 (i) 5.1 · 10−5, (ii) 1.0 · 10−4, (iii) 2.5 · 10−4
Example 2 (i) x, y := 1000, 10, (ii) x, y := 500, 40, (iii) x, y := 400, 50 (i) 2.4 · 10−11, (ii) 5.5 · 10−4, (iii) 1.9 · 10−2
Example 3 (i) x, y, z := 100, 100, 100, (ii) x, y, z := 100, 150, 200, (iii) x, y, z := 300, 100, 150 (i) 4.4 · 10−17, (ii) 2.9 · 10−9, (iii) 1.3 · 10−7
Table 1. Experimental results
8. Experimental Results
In this section we present some basic experimental results for our
methods. The experimental results are basic and to verify that
the new concepts we introduce are relevant. We consider three
simple academic examples described below. In the corresponding
pseudocode, we present invariants in square brackets.
1. Example 1: The first example is a one-dimensional random
walk which initially moves with higher probability to the left as
compared to the right. However, if x is incremented above 1000,
the process starts drifting away from zero, so the program does
not terminate almost-surely. The details of the example along
with invariants is given in Figure 5.
2. Example 2: In the second example, we have two variables x
and y, and the program models a generalized 2-dimensional
random walk. Variable x tends to drift away from zero while y
tends to drift towards zero and thus towards satisfaction of the
termination condition. However, if x hits zero, the program gets
stuck in an infinite loop, so we want to show that the probability
of this happening is small. The details of the example along with
invariants is given in Figure 6.
3. Example 3: In the third example (Figure 7), we have three vari-
ables x, y, z. For various combinations, with high probability
we either decrease both x and y, or z, and with low probabil-
ity we either increase both x and y, or z. But the increments
and decrements are not proportional, and this is indeed a 3-
dimensional example. We note that the program in this example
terminates almost-surely, but this does not simplify the compu-
tation of the probability bound for the given LPM PI .
We consider various initial configurations of the examples. For each
example we obtain a probability threshold for a given LPM PI
(and thus obtain a stochastic invariant). Our experimental results
are shown in Table 1. In all the cases, our method creates a linear
program which can be efficiently solved using any standard solver
(such as lpsolve [7], CPlex [1]).
9. Related Work
Probabilistic programs. In the 70’s and 80’s, several semantic ap-
proaches for reasoning about probabilistic programs (including ter-
mination probabilities) were considered, most of them being based
on probabilistic extensions of dynamic logic [61]. In [63], one such
extension, PROB-DL, is applied to a restricted class of programs
where there are no if-then-else branchings and no variable tests in
loop guards (instead, loops are terminated according to a geomet-
ric distribution). A powerful probabilistic logic called PrDl was
introduced in [33], allowing for first-order reasoning about events
in the domain of computation and their effects on probabilities of
assertions. The authors present an axiom system for PrDl that is
complete relatively to the underlying domain-specific logic (which
might be undecidable in general), which allows one to check the
validity of program properties "directly, (though,. . . , in general,
not effectively)" [33]. Decidable propositional fragments of prob-
abilistic dynamic logic were studied in [32, 50], although as noted
in [50], for practical verification purposes these would need to be
wh i l e x ≥ 0 do [x ≥ −2 ]
i f x ≤ 1000 then [x ≥ 0 ]
i f prob ( 0 . 5 ) then [x ≥ 0 and x ≤ 1000 ]
x := x− 2 [x ≥ 0 and x ≤ 998 ]
e l s e
x := x+ 1 [x ≥ 0 and x ≤ 1001 ]
f i
e l s e
i f prob ( 0 . 5 ) then [x ≥ 1001 ]
x := x− 1 [x ≥ 1000 ]
e l s e
x := x+ 2 [x ≥ 1002 ]
f i
f i
od
PI : [x ≤ 1000 ] a t l o c a t i o n 2
( f i r s t ’ i f ’− b r a n c h i n g ) ,
’ true ’ e l s e w h e r e .
Figure 5. Example 1.
wh i l e 1 ≤ y do [y ≥ 0 ]
i f prob ( 0 . 5 ) then [y ≥ 1 ]
i f prob ( 0 . 7 5 ) then [y ≥ 1 ]
x := x+ 1 [y ≥ 1 ]
e l s e
x := x− 1 [y ≥ 1 ]
f i
e l s e
i f prob ( 0 . 7 5 ) then [y ≥ 1 ]
y := y − 1 [y ≥ 0 ]
e l s e
y := y + 1 [y ≥ 2 ]
f i
f i [y ≥ 0 ]
wh i l e x ≤ 0 do
x := 0 [x ≤ 0 and y ≥ 0 ]
od
od
PI : [x ≥ 1 ] a t l o c a t i o n 9
( e n t r y of i n n e r while−l oop ) ,
’ true ’ e l s e w h e r e .
Figure 6. Example 2.
extended with logic for reasoning about the computation domain.
Moreover, none of the above approaches consider programs with
non-determinism.
In the realm of probabilistic programs with non-determinism,
the termination problems for probabilistic programs with discrete
choices have been considered in [55, 56], but for probabilistic pro-
grams with infinite-state space and choices, only the qualitative
problem has been studied. The qualitative problem of almost-sure
wh i l e x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0 do
[x ≥ −1 and y ≥ −1 and z ≥ −1 ]
i f prob ( 0 . 9 ) then
[x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0 ]
i f prob ( 0 . 5 ) then
[x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0 ]
x, y := x− 1, y − 1
[x ≥ −1 and y ≥ −1 and z ≥ 0 ]
e l s e z := z − 1
[x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 and z ≥ −1 ]
f i
e l s e
i f prob ( 0 . 5 ) then
[x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0 ]
x, y := x+ 0.1, y + 0.2
[x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0 ]
e l s e z := z + 0.1
[x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0 ]
f i
f i
od
PI : [x+ y + z ≤ 1000] a t l o c a t i o n 1
( e n t r y of o u t e r loop ) ,
’ true ’ e l s e w h e r e .
Figure 7. Example 3.
termination has been considered in several works such as [9, 15,
18, 19, 34]. The termination for concurrent probabilistic programs
under fairness was considered in [67]. A sound and complete char-
acterization of almost-sure termination for countable state space
was given in [40]. A sound and complete method for proving ter-
mination of finite-state programs was given in [30]. All previous
works either consider discrete probabilistic choices or finite-state
space, or for general probabilistic programs consider the qualita-
tive problem of almost-sure termination. All works for almost-sure
termination consider RSMs w.r.t. a given invariant. In contrast, in
this work we consider stochastic invariants and the probabilistic
termination problem, and our results are applicable to probabilistic
programs with infinite-state space.
The use of martingales in probabilistic program analysis extends be-
yond termination properties. In [27] martingales are used to derive
bounds on expected termination time of randomized algorithms.
In [16] they introduce expectation invariants for single-loop proba-
bilistic programs, which are statements about expected value of pro-
gram expressions whose validity is invariant during the program ex-
ecution. In contrast, our stochastic invariant approach reasons about
the probability of a given assertion’s validity.
There is also work on establishing a probability that a certain as-
sertion holds. In [64] they consider approximating the probability
of assertions using optimized simulation, under semantics assum-
ing terminating while loops. A method for approximating a proba-
bility of assertion based on symbolic execution was given in [65],
where they also assume almost-surely terminating programs. Sev-
eral works considered approximating the behaviour of probabilis-
tic programs by abstracting them into finite Markov chains or
MDPs [41, 47]. On the other hand, our repulsing supermartingales
do not need any abstraction or simulation techniques to work, al-
though we conjecture that they could be fruitfully combined with
abstraction approaches to “cut away” configurations that are un-
likely to be reached and thus reduce the size of the abstractions.
In [46], a Hoare-style calculus based on weakest pre-expectations is
used to reason about probabilistic effects of terminating programs,
with a practical application presented in [38]. The weakest pre-
condition style of reasoning was also adapted for reasoning about
expected running times of probabilistic programs [45].
Non-probabilistic programs. Termination analysis of non-
probabilistic programs has received a lot of attention over the last
decade, such as [10, 11, 22, 25, 54, 60, 68]. Most of these works
consider various notions of ranking functions for termination.
RSMs are a generalization of ranking functions, which has been
studied for almost-sure termination. The extension of almost-sure
termination to probabilistic termination needs new conceptual
ideas and methods which we present in this work.
10. Conclusion and Future Work
We considered the basic quantitative question of probabilistic termi-
nation for probabilistic programs. We introduced stochastic invari-
ants for probabilistic termination, and repulsing supermartingales
as the new concept that allows us to analyse the problem of prob-
abilistic termination. There are several directions for future work.
The first one is to consider special cases of non-linear repulsing
supermartingales (such as polynomial repulsing supermartingales),
and study whether efficient algorithmic approaches can be devel-
oped for them as well. The second interesting direction is to con-
sider practical approaches for the synthesis of stochastic invariants,
as the theoretical results use the existential first order theory of the
reals.
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Supplementary Material
A. Details of Section 2
Notation for satisfaction of unary PLP ϕ. For a unary PLP ϕ, i.e.
a PLP containing just a single variable x, we sometimes identify
JϕK⊳ with the corresponding set of numbers defined by ϕ, i.e. the
set {ν(x) | ν |= ϕ}. It will be always clear from the context
whether JνK⊳ is deemed a set of valuations or of numbers.
A.1 Details of Section 2.2
In this subsection we present the details of the syntax of affine
probabilistic programs.
Recall that V is a collection of variables. Moreover, let D be
a set of probability distributions on real numbers. The abstract
syntax of affine probabilistic programs (APPs) is given by the
grammar in Figure 8, where the expressions 〈pvar〉 and 〈dist〉
range over V and D, respectively. We allow for non-deterministic
assignments, expressed by a statement x := ndet(dom), where
dom is a domain specifier determining the set from which the value
can be chosen (e.g. specifier Int[a, b] restricts the choice to integers
in the closed interval [a, b]). The grammar is such that 〈expr〉 may
evaluate to an arbitrary affine expression over the program variables
Next, 〈bexpr〉 may evaluate to an arbitrary propositionally linear
predicate.
The guard of each if-then-else statement is either ⋆, representing
a (demonic) non-deterministic choice between the branches, a key-
word prob(p), where p ∈ [0, 1] is a number given in decimal rep-
resentation (represents a probabilistic choice, where the if-branch
is executed with probability p and the then-branch with probability
1 − p), or the guard is a propositionally linear predicate, in which
case the statement represents a standard deterministic conditional
branching.
We assume that each APP P is preceded by an initialization pream-
ble in which each variable appearing in P is assigned some con-
crete number. Regarding distributions, for each d ∈ D we assume
the existence of a program primitive denoted by ’sample(d)’ im-
plementing sampling from d. In practice, the distributions appear-
ing in a program would be those for which sampling is provided
by suitable libraries (such as uniform distribution over some inter-
val, Bernoulli, geometric, etc.), but we abstract away from these
implementation details. For the purpose of our analysis, it is suffi-
cient that for each distribution d appearing in the program the fol-
lowing characteristics: expected value E[d] of d and a unary PLP
ϕd such that the support of d (i.e. the smallest closed set of real
numbers whose complement has probability zero under d)3 satis-
fies supp(d) ⊆ JϕdK⊳.
A.2 Details of Section 2.3
Remark 1 (Use of random variable). In the paper we sometimes
work with random variables that are functions of the type R : Ω→
S for some finite set S. These can be captured by the above defi-
3 In particular, a support of a discrete probability distribution d is simply the
at most countable set of all points on a real line that have positive probability
under d. For continuous distributions, e.g. a normal distribution, uniform,
etc., the support is typically either R or some closed real interval.
〈stmt〉 ::= 〈assgn〉 | ’skip’ | 〈stmt〉 ’;’ 〈stmt〉
| ’if’ 〈ndbexpr〉 ’then’ 〈stmt〉 ’else’ 〈stmt〉 ’fi’
| ’while’ 〈bexpr〉 ’do’ 〈stmt〉 ’od’
〈assgn〉 ::= 〈pvar〉 ’:=’ 〈rexpr〉 | 〈pvar〉 ’:= ndet(〈dom〉)’
| 〈pvar〉 ’:= sample(〈dist〉)’
〈expr〉 ::= 〈constant〉 | 〈pvar〉 | 〈constant〉 ’·’ 〈pvar〉
| 〈expr〉 ’+’ 〈expr〉 | 〈expr〉 ’−’ 〈expr〉
〈dom〉 ::= ’Int’ | ’Real’ | ’Int[〈constant〉, 〈constant〉]’
| ’Real[〈constant〉, 〈constant〉]’ | 〈dom〉’or’〈dom〉
〈bexpr〉 ::= 〈affexpr〉 | 〈affexpr〉 ’or’ 〈bexpr〉
〈affexpr〉 ::= 〈literal〉 | 〈literal〉 ’and’ 〈affexpr〉
〈literal〉 ::= 〈expr〉 ’≤’ 〈expr〉 | 〈expr〉 ’≥’ 〈expr〉
| ¬〈literal〉
〈ndbexpr〉 ::= ⋆ | ’prob(p)’ | 〈bexpr〉
Figure 8. Syntax of affine probabilistic programs (APP’s).
nition by identifying the elements of S with distinct real numbers.4
The exact choice of numbers is irrelevant in such a case, as we are
not interested in, e.g. computing expected values of such random
variables, or similar operations.
From Programs to pCFGs To every affine probabilistic program
P we can assign a pCFG CP whose locations correspond to the
values of the program counter of P and whose transition relation
captures the behaviour of P . To obtain CP , we first rename the
variables in P to x1, . . . , xn, where n is the number of distinct
variables in the program. The initial assignment vector x0 being
specified in the program’s preamble. The construction of CP can
be described inductively. For each program P the pCFG CP con-
tains two distinguished locations, ℓinP and ℓoutP , the latter one being
always deterministic, that intuitively represent the state of the pro-
gram counter before and after executing P , respectively. In the fol-
lowing, we denote by id1 a function such that for each x we have
id1(x) = x[1].
1. Deterministic Assignments and Skips. For P = xj :=E where
xj is a program variable and E is an arithmetic expression,
or P = skip, the pCFG CP consists only of locations ℓinP
and ℓoutP (both deterministic) and a transition (ℓinP , j, E, ℓoutP )
or (ℓinP , 1, id1, ℓ
out
P ), respectively.
2. Probabilistic and Non-Deterministic Assignemnts For P =
xj :=sample(d) where xj is a program variable and d is a distri-
bution, the pCFG CP consists locations ℓinP and ℓoutP and a tran-
sition (ℓinP , j, d, ℓoutP ). For P = xj :=ndet(dom), the construc-
tion is similar, with the only transition being (ℓinP , j, D, ℓoutP ),
where D is the set specified by the domain specifier dom.
3. Sequential Statements. For P = Q1;Q2 we take the pCFGs
CQ1 , CQ2 and join them by identifying the location ℓoutQ1 with
ℓinQ2 , putting ℓ
in
P = ℓ
in
Q1
and ℓoutP = ℓoutQ2 .
4. While Statements. For P = while ϕ do Q od we add a new de-
terministic location ℓinP which we identify with ℓoutQ , a new de-
terministic location ℓoutP , and transitions τ = (ℓinP , 1, id1, ℓinQ),
τ ′ = (ℓinP , 1, id1, ℓ
out
P ) such that G(τ ) = ϕ and G(τ ′) = ¬ϕ.
4 This is equivalent to saying that a function R : Ω → S, with S finite, is a
random variable if for each s ∈ S the set {ω ∈ Ω | R(ω) = s} belongs to
F .
5. If Statements. Finally, for P = if ndb then Q1 else Q2 fi we
add a new location ℓinP together with two transitions τ1 =
(ℓinP , 1, id1, ℓ
in
Q1), τ2 = (ℓ
in
P , 1, id1, ℓ
in
Q2), and we identify the
locations ℓoutQ1 and ℓ
out
Q1
with ℓoutP . (If both Qj’s consist of a sin-
gle statement, we also identify ℓinP with ℓinQj ’s.) In this case the
newly added location ℓinP is non-deterministic if and only if ndb
is the keyword ’⋆’. If ndb is of the form prob(p), the location
ℓinP is probabilistic with Prℓin
P
(τ1) = p and Prℓin
P
(τ2) = 1− p.
Otherwise (i.e. if ndb is a propositionally linear predicate), ℓinP
is a deterministic location with G(τ1) = ndb and G(τ2) =
¬ndb.
Once the pCFG CP is constructed using the above rules, we put
G(τ ) = true for all transitions τ outgoing from deterministic
locations whose guard was not set in the process, and finally we add
a self-loop on the location ℓoutP . This ensures that the assumptions in
Definition 1 are satisfied. Furthermore note that for pCFG obtained
for a program P , since the only branching is conditional branching,
every location ℓ has at most two successors ℓ1, ℓ2.
B. Details of Section 3
In this section we present various illustrations of the definitions of
Section 3.
Example 9 (Illustration of pure linear invariant). Consider the
simple APP in Figure 2 modelling an asymmetric 1-dimensional
random walk. An LPM I such that I(ℓ0) is x ≥ −1, I(ℓ1) is x ≥ 0,
and I(ℓ2) is x ≤ 0 is a pure linear invariant.
Example 10 (Illustration of supermartingale). Consider again the
program in Figure 2 and define a stochastic process {Xi}∞i=0 such
that Xi is the value of x after i steps of program execution. Then
{Xi}
∞
i=0 is a supermartingale w.r.t. canonical filtration: no matter
the previous history of execution, if the current location is ℓ0 or ℓ2,
the variable x will not change in the next step (in particular, it will
not increase). If the current location is ℓ1 and the current value of
the variable is n, then in the next step the expected value of x is
3
4
(n− 1) + 1
4
(n+ 1) = n− 1
2
≤ n.
Example 11 (Illustration of ranking supermartingales). Going
back to the program in Figure 2: For ǫ > 0 the process {Xi}∞i=0,
where Xi is the value of x after i steps, is not an ǫ-RSM for the
termination time Term. This is because when we are in location ℓ0
and x ≥ 0, then in the next step the value of x does not change,
in particular in does not decrease. However, the following process
{X ′i}
∞
i=0 is an 14 -RSM for Term: if the location in step i is ℓ0 or
ℓ1, then for i even X ′i is the value of x after i steps, while for odd
i, X ′i is equal to the current value of x minus 14 . If the location in
step i is ℓ2, then X ′i+1 equals Xi.
Remark 2. Definition 6 slightly diverges from the corresponding
definition in, e.g. [19, 34], where the RSM was required to decrease
on average until it becomes non-positive, while we require it to
decrease until the set C is reached and reaching C implies non-
positivity of the RSM. While this is a rather technical difference
(and indeed the earlier proofs related to RSM can be easily adapted
to work with our definition), it allows us to easily apply RSM
techniques on a larger class of programs.
Example 12 (Illustration of pre-expectation). Again consider the
program from Figure 2, and a LEM η such that η(ℓ) = x for
each location ℓ. Then preη(ℓ1, 5) = 4 ∗ 34 + 6 ·
1
4
= 9
2
and
preη(ℓ0, 7) = 7.
Example 13 (Illustration of linear ranking supermartingales).
Again consider Figure 2, and take a LEM η with η(ℓ0) = x,
η(ℓ1) = x−
1
4
, and η(ℓ2) = x− 14 . Finally, consider an invariant
I such that I(ℓ0) ≡ I(ℓ1) ≡ x ≥ 0 and I(ℓ2) ≡ true. Then η
is a 1
4
-LRSM for the set of terminal configurations supported by I .
However η is not a 1
4
-LRSM for the same set if supported by an
invariant I ′ which assigns true to every location. This is because
there are x ∈ R such that η(ℓ0, x) < 0.
C. Proofs
C.1 Proof of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2
We present just the proof for the first Lemma, as for the second one
the proof is almost identical.
Lemma 1. Let P be an APP and η a linear ǫ-ranking supermartin-
gale for some set C of configurations of CP supported by I . Let ¬I
be the set of all configurations (ℓ,x) such that νx 6|= I(ℓ). Finally,
let {Xi}∞i=0 be a stochastic process defined by
Xi(̺) =
{
η(Cσi (̺)) if TC∪¬I ≥ i
Xi−1(̺) otherwise.
Then under each scheduler σ the stochastic process {Xi}∞i=0 is
an ǫ-ranking supermartingale for TC∪¬I . Moreover, if η has c-
bounded differences, then so has {Xi}∞i=0. In particular, if I is a
pure invariant of P , then {Xi}∞i=0 is an ǫ-ranking supermartingale
for TC .
Proof. Denote by L the set of program locations of CP .
Clearly, {Xi}∞i=0 is adapted to the canonical filtration. Next, we
need to prove that Eσ[|Xi|] < ∞ for each σ and i. Since each
Xi(̺) is an affine function of xσi (̺), it suffices to prove that for
each i ∈ N0 and each 1 ≤ j ≤ |V | it holds Eσ[|xσi [j]|] < ∞,
or equivalently Eσ[xσi [j]] ∈ R. We proceed by induction on i.
Since xσi (̺) = xinit for each ̺, the base case holds trivially. Now
assume that Eσ[xσi [j]] ∈ R for each applicable j. For all k ≥ i,
1 ≤ j ≤ |V | we have Eσ[xσk [j]] =
∑
ℓ∈L
E
σ[xσk [j] · 1ℓσi =ℓ].
In particular, for each ℓ we have Eσ[|xσi [j]| · 1ℓσi =ℓ] < ∞ and it
suffices to prove that for each ℓ it holds Eσ[|xσi+1[j]| ·1ℓσi =ℓ] <∞
for all j. So let ℓ be arbitrary. Now if ℓ is probabilistic or non-
deterministic, then no transition outgoing from ℓ changes the values
of the variables, so for each ̺ such that ℓσi (̺) = ℓ and each
1 ≤ j ≤ |V | it holds Eσ[xσi+1[j]·1ℓσi =ℓ] = E
σ[xσi [j]·1ℓσi =ℓ]) ∈ R.
If ℓ is deterministic, then using similar reasoning as above it suffices
to prove that for each j and each transition τ outgoing from ℓ it
holds Eσ[xσi+1[j] · 1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ)] ∈ R. So fix some j and τ and
let k be the index of the variable modified by τ . If j 6= k, then
E
σ[xσi+1[j] ·1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ)] = E
σ[xσi [j] ·1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ)] ∈ R.
If j = k, then we distinguish three cases. If the update element of
τ is a linear function given by an expression b+
∑|V |
ℓ=1
aℓ ·xℓ, then
E
σ[xσi+1[j] · 1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ)]
=Eσ[(b+
|V |∑
ℓ=1
aℓ · x
σ
i [ℓ]) · 1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ)]
=Eσ[(b · 1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ) +
|V |∑
ℓ=1
aℓ · x
σ
i [ℓ] · 1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ))]
=Eσ[(b · 1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ)] +
|V |∑
ℓ=1
aℓ · E
σ[xσi [ℓ] · 1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ))]
The first expectation on the last line is clearly finite and the other
|V | expectations are finite by induction hypothesis. Hence, also the
expression in the first line represents a finite number. If the update
element of τ is an integrable distribution d, then Eσ[xσi+1[j] ·
1ℓσ
i
=ℓ∩xσ
i
|=G(τ)] = e ∈ R, where e is the finite expectation of
d. Similar argument covers the case when the assignment is non-
deterministic, as σ can use only integrable distributions.
It remains to prove that {Xi}∞i=0 is an ǫ-ranking (resp. ǫ-repulsing)
supermartingale for TC∪¬I . We show the argument for the ranking
case, the repulsing case is similar. The implication TC∪¬I(̺) >
j ⇒ Xj(̺) ≥ 0 holds thanks to the first requirement in
the definition of a linear ranking supermartingale. It thus suf-
fices to prove that {Xi}∞i=0 is ǫ-decreasing until TC∪¬I . De-
fine a random variable Z such that Z(̺) = preη(Cσi (̺)) if
ℓσi (̺) is stochastic or it is deterministic and the update in the
transition enabled in Cσi is deterministic or stochastic; Z(̺) =∑
τ=(ℓ,j,u,ℓ′)∈Out(ℓσ
i
(̺))
σt(̺≤i)(τ ) · η(ℓ
′,xσi (̺)) if ℓσi (̺) is non-
deterministic (here ̺≤i is the prefix of ̺ of length i); and Z(̺) =
η(ℓ′,xσi (j/a)) if ℓσi (̺) is deterministic xσi (̺) |= G(τ ) s.t. τ =
(ℓ, j, u, ℓ′), u is a set, and the distribution σa(̺≤i) has expected
value a.
It is straightforward to check that Z(̺) ≤ preη(Cσi (̺)) for all ̺
and that for all sets A ∈ Ri it holds Eσ[Z · 1A] = Eσ[η(Cσi+1) ·
1A]. Hence, Eσ[η(Cσi+1)|Ri] ≤ preη(C
σ
i ). From the definition
of a linear ranking supermartingale it follows that for all ̺ with
TC∪¬I(̺) > i we have preη(Cσi (̺)) ≤ η(Cσi (̺))− ǫ.
But at the same time we can check that Eσ[Xi+1 · 1A] = Eσ[(Z ·
1TC∪¬I>i +Xi · 1TC∪¬I≤i) · 1A]. Hence,
E
σ[Xi+1|Ri] = Z · 1TC∪¬I>i +Xi · 1TC∪¬I≤i
≤ preη(C
σ
i ) · 1TC∪¬I>i +Xi · 1TC∪¬I≤i
≤ (η(Cσi )− ǫ) · 1TC∪¬I>i +Xi · 1TC∪¬I≤i
= η(Cσi ) · 1TC∪¬I>i +Xi · 1TC∪¬I≤i
− ǫ · 1TC∪¬I>i
= Xi · 1TC∪¬I>i +Xi · 1TC∪¬I≤i]
− ǫ · 1TC∪¬I>i = Xi − ǫ · 1TC∪¬I>i,
as required. If I is a pure invariant, then T¬I = ∞ for all runs ρ,
so TC∪¬I = TC .
The conservation of a c-boundedness property is straightforward.
The desired result follows.
C.2 Proof of Theorem 2
We prove the missing part in the proof of Theorem 2, i.e. the
following technical theorem, which forms a slight generalization
of Theorem 1.
Theorem 10. Let P be an APP, σ a scheduler, and (Ω,R,Pσ)
the corresponding probability space. Further, let C be a set of
configurations of CP such that there exist an ǫ > 0 and an ǫ-
ranking supermartingale {Xi}∞i=0 for TC . Then
1. Pσ(TC <∞) = 1, i.e. the set C is reached almost-surely
2. Eσ[TC ] < Eσ[X0]/ǫ.
There are three key differences between the formulation of Theo-
rem 10 and the formulation of Theorem 1 in [19].
1. In [19] there is a proof for the case when C is the set of all
terminal configurations. It is straightforward to adapt the proof
for a general set of configurations.
2. In [19] there is a slightly different definition of an ǫ-ranking su-
permartingale: it is required to decrease until its value becomes
non-negative, while we require it to decrease until C is reached.
It is again straightforward to adapt the proof for our case.
3. Bearing the previous two points in mind, in [19] there is effec-
tively a proof of Theorem 10 under an additional assumption
that the ǫ-ranking supermartingale {Xi}∞i=0 for T satisfies an
additional condition that there exists K < 0 such that with
probability 1 it holds Xi > K. We show how to get rid of this
assumption using the stopped supermartingale property.
We first prove a variant of the stopped supermartingale property apt
for our purposes.
Lemma 4. Let (Ω,F , P) be a probability space, and let {Xi}∞i=0
be an ǫ-ranking supermartingale for some stopping time T . Con-
sider the stochastic process {Xˆi}∞i=0 given by
Xˆi(ω) =
{
Xi(ω) if T (ω) > i
−ǫ otherwise.
Then {Xˆi}∞i=0 is again an ǫ-ranking supermartingale for T . More-
over, if {Xi}∞i=0 is c-bounded for some c, then {Xˆi}∞i=0 is (c+ ǫ)-
bounded.
Proof. We immediately have that {Xˆi}∞i=0 is adapted to the natural
filtration. Next, since each |Xi|, |Xˆi| are non-negative random
variables and |Xˆi(ω)| ≤ |Xi(ω)| + ǫ for all ω, so it follows that
E
σ[|Xˆi|] ≤ E[|Xi|] + ǫ < ∞+ ǫ <∞. Finally, we need to show
that for each i ≥ 0 the following holds for ω with probability 1:
E[Xˆi+1|Fi](ω) ≤ Xˆi(̺)− ǫ · 1T>i(ω).
We start by proving that for each i it holds with probability 1 that
E[Xˆi+1|Fi](ω) =
{
E[Xi+1|Fi] if T (ω) > i
−ǫ otherwise. (8)
Since we know that conditional expectation is almost surely
uniquely defined [8], it is sufficient to prove that the function
defined via (8) satisfies (1). Let A ∈ Fi be arbitrary. Denote
B = {ω ∈ Ω | T (ω) > i} and C = Ω \ B. Plugging Xˆi+1
and Fi to the left-hand side of (1) we get
LHS = E[Xˆi · 1A]
= E[Xˆi · 1A∩B] + E[Xˆi · 1A∩C ]
= E[Xi · 1A∩B] + E[−ǫ · 1A∩C ],
where the second equality follows from A = (A ∩ B) ∪ (A ∩
C), from the fact that B and C are disjoint, and from linearity
of expectation, and the third equality follows from the fact that
Xˆi · 1A∩B(ω) = Xi for all ω ∈ A ∩ B and 0 for all other ω’s,
while Xˆi · 1A∩C(ω) = −ǫ for all ω ∈ A ∩ C and 0 for other ω’s.
Now let us plug the function Z defined by (8) to the right-hand side
of (1). We get
RHS = E[Z · 1A]
= E[Z · 1A∩B ] + E[Z · 1A∩C ]
= E[E[Xi|Fi] · 1A∩B] + E[−ǫ · 1A∩C ]
= E[Xi · 1A∩B ] + E[−ǫ · 1A∩C ],
where the second equality holds by same reasoning as above, the
third equality holds as by definition Z(ω) is either E[Xi|Fi](ω)
or −ǫ depending on whether ω ∈ B or ω ∈ C, and the last
equality follows by definition of conditional expectation of Xi.
Hence LHS = RHS and Z is indeed a conditional expectation
of Xˆi given Fi.
Now we prove that {Xˆi}∞i=0 satisfies (3). Let ω and i be arbitrary.
If T (ω) > i + 1 then Xˆi(ω) = Xi(ω), E[Xˆi+1|Fi](ω) =
E[Xi+1|Fi](ω) (as proven above), and since {Xi}∞i=0 is an ǫ-
ranking supermartingale for T , it holds E[Xˆi+1|Fi](ω) ≤ Xˆi −
ǫ · 1T>i. If T (ω) ≤ i, then E[Xˆi+1|Fi](ω) = −ǫ and Xˆi(ω) −
ǫ · 1T>i = −ǫ − ǫ · 0 = −ǫ, so (3) holds. If T (ω) = i + 1, then
E[Xˆi+1|Fi](ω) = −ǫ, as proved above, and Xˆi(ω)− ǫ · 1T>i =
Xi(ω)− ǫ ·1 ≥ −ǫ, since Xi(ω) ≥ 0 as {Xi}∞i=0 is ǫ-ranking and
T (ω) > i. Hence (3) holds also in this case.
The boundedness property is straightforward. The desired result
follows.
Now we prove Theorem 10.
Theorem 10. Let P be an APP, σ a scheduler, and (Ω,R,Pσ)
the corresponding probability space. Further, let C be a set of
configurations of CP such that there exist an ǫ > 0 and an ǫ-
ranking supermartingale {Xi}∞i=0 for TC . Then
1. Pσ(TC <∞) = 1, i.e. the set C is reached almost-surely
2. Eσ[TC ] < Eσ[X0]/ǫ.
Proof. In [19, Theorem 1] it was proved that if there exists an ǫ-
ranking supermartingale {Xi}∞i=0 for T satisfying an additional
condition that there exists K < 0 such that with probability 1
it holds Xi > K for all i, then the following holds: Pσ(TC <
∞) = 1, i.e. the set C is reached almost-surely, and Eσ[TC ] <
(Eσ[X0]−K)/ǫ. To obtain first two items of Theorem 1 we apply
these results on the ǫ-ranking supermartingale {Xˆi}∞i=0 defined as
in Lemma 4.
C.3 Proof of Theorem 6
Theorem 6. Let C be a set of configurations of an APP P . Sup-
pose that there exist ǫ > 0, c > 0 and a linear ǫ-repulsing super-
martingale η for C supported by some pure invariant I such that η
has c-bounded differences. If η(ℓinit ,xinit) < 0, then under each
scheduler σ it holds
P
σ(TC <∞) < 1.
Proof. Let γ = e−
ǫ2
2(c+ǫ)2 and A(ℓ,x) = ⌈|η(ℓ,x)|/c⌉. If it holds
γA(ℓinit ,xinit )/(1− γ) < 1, then (C.3) follows directly from (5) (in
Theorem 4). Otherwise note that there is positive z ∈ R such that
γz/(1 − γ) < 1. For each configuration (ℓ,x) with η(ℓ,x) ≤ 0
and A(ℓ,x) ≥ z the probability of reaching Z when starting in
(ℓ,x) is smaller than 1 under any scheduler (by applying the above
reasoning to a program obtained from P by changing the initial
configuration to (ℓ,x)). It thus suffices to prove that under any
scheduler σ a configuration (ℓ,x) with η(ℓ,x) ≤ −z · c is reached
with positive probability from (ℓinit,xinit).
Let {Xi}∞i=0 be the ǫ-repulsing supermartingale obtained from η
using Lemma 2 and let {Xi}∞i=0 be the translation of {Xi}∞i=0 by
2zc: we put Xi = Xi + 2zc for each i ∈ N0. It is straightforward
to check that under each scheduler σ the process {Xi}∞i=0 is an ǫ-
ranking supermartingale (note that this is ranking supermartingale
and not repulsing supermartingale) for stopping time TD, where
D = C ∪ {(ℓ,x) | η(ℓ,x) ≤ −2zc}. From Theorem 1 it
follows that Eσ[TD] <∞. Moreover, {Xi}∞i=0 still has c-bounded
differences. Thus, we can apply the optional stopping theorem to
get
2zc > Eσ[X0] ≥ E
σ[XTD ]. (9)
Now for each run ̺ such that TD(̺) < ∞ (as shown above, the
probability of such runs is 1) we have either −c ≥ XTD (̺) ≤
0 (in case that η(CσTD (̺)) ≤ −2zc) or XTC ≥ 2zc (when
CσTD ∈ C). It follows that Eσ[X0] ≥ Eσ[XTD ] ≥ −p · c +
(1 − p) · 2zc, where p is the probability that CσTD ∈ C. Hence,
p ≥ 2zc−E
σ[X0]
c+2zc
> 0.
Note that the probability of reaching configuration with “suffi-
ciently high” η-value is not only positive, but actually bounded
away from zero by a number which depends only on c, z and
η(ℓinit,xinit). This will be useful later.
